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GANAAS: Foreword

FOREWORD

During the period 1987-1991, the Physics Section of the IAEA has
organized a number of actions leading to creation of a software
library for nuclear analysis. Using such mechanisms as research
and technical contracts, and by inviting some short-term experts,
several software packages have been developed. The initial ver-
sions were tested in different laboratories, mainly in developing
coutries. Based on the comments and recommendations received,
numerous improvements were made, both in respect to the applied
algorithms as well as in user-friedly presentation.

As a result of 'hese efforts, the following software packages are
available at present:

• Spectrum reformatting and transfer programs (SPEDAC)

• Gamma spectrum analysis, activity calcilations and neutron
activation analysis system (GANAAS)

• Quantitative x-ray analysis system (QXAS)

• Positron annihilation fitting procedure (POSFIT)

• Moessbauer spectrum analysis program (MOSA).

As frequently observed in development of software, good manuals
are rather scarce, and appear as a rule later than the software itself.
The same applies to the IAEA nuclear analytical software. The
complete operation manuals for all available software packages will
only be completed and published by the end of 1992.

The present volume is Part 2 of five publications that will appear in
the IAEA cost-free Computer Manual Series. It covers the pro-
grams for accurate analysis of gamma spectra, for activities calcu-
lations, and for neutron activation analysis.

The IAEA software packages for nuclear analysis belong to the
category of open domain software. There is no limitation to them
being copied and distributed, except for commercial purposes.
The source codes of all programs are available on request.
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GANAAS: Chapter 1 I

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

GANAAS (Gamma, Activity, and Neutron Activation Analysis System) is one in
the family of software packages developed under the auspices of the International
Atomic Energy Agency. Primarily, the package was intended to support the IAEA
Technical Assistance and Cooperation projects in developing countries. How-
ever, it is open domain software that can be copied and used by anybody, except
for commercial purposes.

All the nuclear analysis software provided by the IAEA has the same design
philosophy and similar structure. The intention was to provide the user with
maximum flexibility, at the same time with a simple and logical organization that
requires minimum digging through the manuals.

GANAAS is a modular system. It consists of several programmes that can be
installed on the hard disk as they are needed.Obviously, some parts of the system
are required in all cases. Those are installed at the beginning, without consulting
the operator.

GANAAS offers the opportunity to expano and improve the system. The gamma
spectrum evaluation programmes using different fitting algorithms can be added
to GANAAS, under the condition that the format of their input and output files
corresponds to the rules of GANAAS. The same applies to the quantitative
analysis parts of the programme.

In the present shape, GANAAS was designed and developed by a group of
consultants, at a workshop, sponsored by the IAEA and the Government of the
Government of the USA, and hosted by the Division of Educational Programs,
Argonne National Laboratory. Later, the software was improved and completed
by short term consultants working in the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna. The
following experts contributed to the programme: P. van Espen (Belgium), G.
Bernasconi (Uruguay), D. Raos (Yugoslavia), D.E. Boyce (USA) and J. Dolnicar
(IAEA). The stand-alone version of the analysis programme SPAN, which is one
of the analysis option in GANAAS, was written by Liyu Wang (China). The main
spectrum analysis programme, GAMANAL, was adapted for the personal com-
puter by S. Nagy (Hungary).
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Chapter 2

GANAAS PROGRAMME
STRUCTURE

In development of the GANAAS programme, the following considerations were
dominant:

• Modular structure permits to expand, improve and modify parts of the
programme, to add new blocks or update existing ones. The modular design
is already demonstrated at the installation stage: the user can select the
modules to be be installed, according to his tasks and objectives.

• The flexible and easily manageable user's interface is emphasized in all
GANAAS modules. This includes the use of a mouse to control all the
programmes.

• Relative independence of the type of computer used. Without any specific
additional drivers, GANAAS can be run on any XT, AT, 386 or 486, with a CGA,
EGA or VGA monitor, as well as any other monitor system that can emulate
one of these modes. A mathematical coprocessor is useful to speed up the
operation, but the programmes will also run without it. The obvious limitation
is the operating system.

The programmes allow for an intensive dialog with the operator, a function
particularly important when the calibration and setup procedures are made. On
the other hand, an uncontrolled batch operation is possible.

GANAAS consists of the following main modules:

• MAIN INSTALLATION MODULE organizes the computer in respect to the
programmes, file handling, graphics and setup procedures. This is the first
programme to be installed.

• PARAMETERS SETUP routines include different calibration procedures, and
result in an input file (*.PAR) which specifies all the parameters required for
analysis of a spectrum.

• ANALYSIS programme permits the selection of the appropriate input file, and
the spectra to be analyzed, performs the gamma ray spectrum analysis, and
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displays the results. The results of analysis are stored in a file with extensions
*.GSR. The visual inspection can be made by using a temporary file with
extension *.GGR; this file only exists for the last analyzed spectrum.

• ACTIVITY ANALYSIS results in a report on the activity of measured radioactive
isotopes, assuming that a correct system efficiency calibration has been
performed. The results are collected in the file with extension *.ACR.

• CONCENTRATION DETERMINATION is intended for neutron activation analy-
sis work. It proceeds in two steps: an estimation of the concentrations for the
elements in a sample can be made using fundamental parameters calculations,
and in the second stage, improved by using a standard material for calibration.
The results are stored in a file with extension *.NAR.

• UTILITIES module includes two library manager routines: nuclides library is
used in spectrum analysis and for calculation of activity; the neutron activation
analysis library is more complex, and is needed for quantitative analysis and
calculation of concentrations.

• SPEDAC is a programme developed independently for reformatting the spec-
tra as recorded by different multichannel analyzers, to the format required for
input to the GANAAS analysis programme. The GANAAS input spectra have
extension *.SPE. This enables the use of many different MCA systems as the
data acquisition devices serving GANAAS. The second part of this programme
conisists of routines for transfer of spectra from external, stand-alone multi-
channel analyzers.

The structure and organization of GANAAS, and the extensions of the files used in
different GANAAS modules can be seen from the diagram on Page 13.
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Notes:
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Chapter 3

INSTALLATION

The GANAAS programmes are available on three 5 1/4 " double sided, high
density diskettes, cron three 3 1/2" high density diskettes. On special request,
double density 5 1/4" diskettes can be prepared.

For convenient use, the GANAAS programmes should be installed on the hard
disk. About 3 MB free memory is needed if all programmes will be installed.

The installation is simple. Select the diskette with the label as shown below.

IAEA - RIPl - Physics Section 1/3

MAIN INSTALLATION
SPECTRUM CONVERSION

PARAMETERS SETUP
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

In the following it is assur.ied that the floppy disks will be placed in Drive A, and
that the installation will be made to the hard disk, i.e. Drive C.

Place the installation diskette in Drive A, and respond to the prompt C:> with

C:> A:INSTALL

and ENTER. The installation will start. The screen will indicate what is going on.
During the first part of the installation, the files responsible for creating the suitable
environment for the GANAAS programme will be copied. Observe the information
presented on the screen, and shown on top of Page 16.

After the main installation programme has been copied to the hard disk, a
message will inform you that the hardware setup procedure is about to start. The
proper hardware setup is described in Chapter 5. You can perform this setup
now, or postpone it for a later time. In the first case, refer to Chapter 5; in the
second, press ESC five times.

The next three minutes will be needed to copy some of the GANAAS programmes
to the hard disk. These are routines that will be required in any case, and should
always be installed: parameter setup, GAMANAL analysis, and SPEDAC for
spectrum reformatting.

At the end of the copying procedure, the installation programme will inform you
that some modifications in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file are recommended, as
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Ganroa find Meutron fictivatron flna l y s i s System -"GfiNflflS
Release 2.0

I n s t a l l a t i o n of Main Profit ams • .. •

Great inq. root d i r e c t o r y GflNRflS on d r i ve -C:
Sntt -copy inq ma in proqrams from df iue fi: t o d r i v e C:

indicated below. It is advisable to follow these recommendations. After the
changes have been made, reboot the computer.

Main inst i l Ha t ion of GflNflAS f inishefl . -

To u m the GfiNflflS'^packflqe, roakefeure the DOS PfiTH
includes the d i r ec to r y C : SGflMflflSsB IM, usii iq * command l i ke e . q .
• "C>patli=CA,C.AGftMfiftSsBIM"

and enter : v ,, »
"pGflNflflS" ' » , '

to start the pacBpfie ' '

Proceed with the instal lat ion of the rest, of the package, ~
after-sett inq the PflTH correctly.

Typing

C:> GANAAS

will start the gamma spectrum analysis programme.

The programmes from the second diskette can be installed now. The label of
this diskette is shown below.

IAEA - RIPC - Physic* Section 213

GANAAS
RE-LIASE 2.0/1990

GRILS
SPAN
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Place the diskene in Drive A:, and type A:INSTALL.

A scroll box with a short selection menu will appear (see below).

i—Select t h e a p p l i c a t i o n s gou want .to i n s t a l l -

I! permits selection of the programmes to be installed. They are selected by the
ENTER key, a star in front of the programme name indicates that it has been
selected. The installation will start by pressing ESC.

The installation of each programme must be confirmed by pressing ENTER.

The installation of the programmes stored on the third diskette is made in a similar
manner. The label of this diskette is shown below

IAEA • RIHC - Physics Section

GAfcAAS
RELEASE 2.0/1990

3/3
SPECTRA TRANSFER FROM MCA

EFFICIENCV CALIBRATION
ACTIVITY CALCULATION / NAA
UTILITIES (LIBRARY MANAGER)

After C:> A:INSTALL the selection menu will appear, as shown below.

i — S e l e c t t tie a n u l i c a t i o n s unit uwnt t o i n s t a l l

D GPCttCT.BfU .
| UBMANRC.BB'

Mflfll IP Hfl1

I CftMLOh Fifd
, CnMB_S?(i 61.1

0 CflMB_S3;, Bf i ' I "• •
T DflUIDSQN PP1
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Some or all programmes can be installed. Obviously, it makes poor sense to use
the precious space on the hard disk by installing all routines for transfer of spectra
from external multichannel analyzer; select only those that can serve your system.

When all the required programmes of GANAAS have been installed, the
SETUP.GAN file in the root directory will look like the one shown in Annex 2.

You are ready to start GANAAS.

File names used in installation, and their meaning

SPAN Alternative gamma spectrum analysis programme
GRILS Interactive non-linear least squares fitting programme for

gamma spectra
GAMEFF Calibration of detector efficiency
GAMACT Calculation of sample activity
GAMCON Calculation of concentrations (NAA)
UBMANAG Management of nuclide library
NAALIB Management of library for NAA calculations
CANB_S20 Transfer of spectra from Canberra Series 20 MCA
CANB_S30 Transfer of spectra from Canberra Series 30 MCA
CANB_S35 Transfer of spectra from Canberra Series 35 Plus MCA
CANB_S90 Transfer of spectra from Canberra Series 90 MCA
NUCLDATA Transfer from NUCLEAR DATA (Canberra) ND66/76 MCA
SILENA Transfer of spectra from SILENA CICERO MCA
DAVIDSON Transfer of spectra form DAVIDSON portable MCA
ORTEC Transfer from ORTEC Series 5500/5510/5604/5608 MCA
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Chapter 4

QUICK START

It is rather complicated to calibrate and analyze a spectrum in a complete,
accurate and precise manner which helps to extract all the information contained
in a spectrum. However, it might be useful if the user learns first some basic
operations of GANAAS. For this reason, some sample files are included in the
distribution diskette.

A look in the directory SPECT shows that there exist the following two files:

• EXAMPLE.PAR and

• EXAMPLE.SPE.

The EXAMPLE.PAR is an input file which contains all the information needed for
analysis of a spectrum. The EXAMPLE.SPE is a spectrum fi!a obtained by using
the Canberra S100 multichannel add-on card, and reformatting it to the GANAAS
shape (a file called EXAMPLE. MCA is also included: this is the spectrum in the
S100 format; it can be used to try the reformatting routines).

The programme is started by typing GANAAS. If the statement C:\GANAAS\BIN
is included in the path of the AUTOEXEC.BAT file, the programme should start
irrespective of the current directory.

The first display screen will appear as shown below.
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Take care that the default directory will be the one where all the input and spectra
files are collected. In the demonstration case this is C:\GANAAS\SPECT.
Therefore, the bottom line of the first screen should read

Set directory: C:\GANAAS\SPECT

After pressing ENTER, the main menu of GANAAS will appear on the screen. If
all the programmes of GANAAS have been installed on the hard disk, this menu
will look like shown below.

GANAAS: fiamma, Activity and Neutron Activation Analysis

* System hardware setup
,» Execute DOS command
* Spectrum transfer and conversion
•;,Gsta»:spectrun analysis
* Efficiency calibration
* Activity calculations N ,. ,
* Concentration calculati(ous (NAft)
« U t i l i t i e s " • • '

Select the *Gamma spectrum analysis line by moving the highlight bar with the
up and down keys, and press ENTER. The next menu will appear, as presented
below.

Select the option *Spectrum analysis, to display the screen as shown on top of
Page 21.

Observe two distinct areas on the screen: the top frame is a selection menu;
the bottom frame is an information display with some basic information on the
content of the parameter (*.PAR) file, such as type of fitting programme,
calibration data, library used and more.
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Rnalysis proqram: GflPIRNfll
Ca l i b ra t i on spectrum: O:\GflNflflSsSPECT\MlXErj.SPE
Gamma l ib i .a r t j : CAGflNRflS\SPECT\GRNHfiS.LBG
Geometrq: SHIELDED GEOMETRY, 10 cm
Detector: PGT, 18*
ECkeU] = •Z.Z7E*000 »Z.50E-001 K chtt -5. I8E-008 « ehfl'Z
FUHfT2 ~- •3.5QE-00I *\ .B0E-Q03 K E -3.68E-008 K E~2

flrrous: mowe se lector box; <CR>: select i tem; <ESC> ex i t

Place the highlight bar onto *Select a parameter file, press ENTER, to get the
opportunity for naming the directory where the parameter file is stored. The default
name is C:\GANAAS\SPECT, so in this case you just select it by pressing ENTER.

From the list of offered *.PAR files choose EXAMPLE.PAR, and ENTER.

The programme returns to the 'Spectrum analysis menu. Select the option
*Analyze spectra, and ENTER. The file selection form will appear again, with the
list of spectrum files contained in this directory. Choose EXAMPLE SPE and
ENTER.

The spectrum to be analyzed will be presented graphically, as indicated in the
figure on top of Page 22.
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SET ROI
STflfiT_flH
QUIT flN

?24 . 9 964.9
Energy KeU

In this frame, it is possible to set the region of interest for analysis. But for the
present demonstration, select the option STARTAN from the command box on
the right, by typing ST or START, and press ENTER.

It depends on the type of computer used, and its configuration, how long it will
take to analyze the spectrum, anything from 30 seconds to three minutes. Be
patient. The display will demonstrate that the computer is active, by reporting
on different stages of the programme implementation. Ignore these displays for
the present.

When the computations are completed, the programme will return to the 'Spec-
trum analysis menu. Select the third option *Show results of analysis, and press
ENTER. The familiar scroll box will be displayed, with the list of all files with the
results of analyses, and with extension *.GSR. Select EXAMPLE.GSR.

SPECTRUM flHflLYSIS RESULTS

SPECTRUM IDEMIIfICfiTIDN:

OflTf COLlfCTFD 10-31-1990 1(1:16:01'
LIUE TIME [ s i b0400 RtfiL TIME Is] . : 5Q4B9
CflL PflRfiM ENERGY. 2.269E+00G +2.499E-001xch« -b.l84E-008xchtT2

FUHM 3.24BE-001 +1.779E-0Q3xE *0.000E*000xE"2

FITTED BY: GfiMflMOL

PtflKt)

1
2
3
4
5

CHANNEL

130.91
202.98
282.01
290.68
299.06

FWHM
IkeU]

0.660
• |0.734
0.759
0.747
0.747

ENERGY
EkeU]
34.98
52.98
72.72
74. B9
76.98

I

RREfl
[counts]

516 t
2112 i
7341 t
14651 i
875 •

205
271
291
289
233

QUALITY
OF FIT

1.00
1 .00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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The results of spectrum analysis will be displayed in the form as shown on bottom
of Page 22. By pressing F10 , the same information will be printed.

To display the spectrum with the fitted data, return to the menu by pressing ESC.
Select the last line in the menu 'Display results of analysis. The spectrum will be
shown as indicated in the figure below. If the colors on your monitor are set properly,
the spectrum will appear in white, the fitted background in green, and the fitted peaks
in red.

Spectu in: C AGflNRflSvSPECTsFXPriPLF SPF
F i t t e d b y GPtiflNRL

tin IN
flFNU

ROI
QISP
FXPRND
FULL
PEfW
CURSOR

F1
FZ
F3
F4
F5
->

< - CURSOR
NEXT PK
IPST PK

f
1

'FSOEXIT

With the up and down arrow keys, the cursor line will be moved from peak to peak.
Once you have placed it on the peak of interest, press F5 key. The expanded region
around the selected peak will appear.

Spect tun: CAGflNAPSsSPECTsEXflnPLE.SPE
Peak 8 27 ^Energy: " 661 ..64 P iea ' 14l?60.J CI4I32?.?)

RESIDUES
MENU
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The spectrum data are presented in a histogram form in white, the fitted curve is
dislpayed in red. In the menu box on the right you can see that another option is
available. By pressing F2, the spectrum with the fitted curve will appear again,
together with the display of residuals. This will give you a precise idea about the
goodness of the fit. If all the residual bars are within the two-sigma red lined above
and below, the fit is satisfactory. Otherwise, the analysis will have to be repeated,
selecting some other operating parameters.

You have made your first spectrum analysis with GANAAS. It can happen that you
are happy with the results, and satisfied with the accuracy and precision of the fit.
Or you might find that the analysis programme requires some fine tuning. In the
second case, study the following chapters of the operation manual.
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Chapter 5

HARDWARE SETUP

As the final step in the installation of the programmes from the first diskette, the
hardware setup programme will be implemented. At a later time, this programme
can be invoked from the main menu, by selecting the first option, as indicated
below.

Garow, flctiuU'il and Mention fictiwtion flnalqs

x Fxecute DOS comnvtnn
x Spectmm tiansfei <inr1 conversion
x Gamma spectrum rtiicUgsK
K Ut i I i t ic%
x { I ! i c i t : m . i ) r : r H i b m t i n n .
K C a l c u l a t i o n of a c t i v i t i e s

The following form will appear. The adjustments that can be made by entering
the proper information, are described below.

Ganaas Setup

Select graphics adapter l»fiM.t[OE«KBl
Enable colors Yes
Enable linedrauing characters Yes
Load Mouse driver No

SELECTION OF GRAPHIC ADAPTOR AND MONITOR

The first part of the hardware setup involves the selection of graphic adaptor and
monitor. Two types of graphic cards are currently supported:

• CGA (640 x 200 (color adaptor with 640 pixels horizontally and 200 vertically),
and

• EGA 640x350 (enhanced graphic adaptor with resolution of 640x350 pixels).
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EGA is the default adaptor in GANAAS. In fact, the software will work also with
VGA cards and monitors; it will, however, deliver only the EGA resolution.

Between the two options, the space bar acts as a toggle switch. The same
applies for all the entries in this frame.

In the second line, you can enable or disable colors. If the colors are enabled
in the EGA mode, both text and graphics will be in color. In CGA mode, only
text will be in colors, graphics in black and white. The default position is with
colors enabled.

The next decision refers to line drawing characters. They are part of the IBM
character set to draw lines around the text. Some (old) CGA cards do not
support the extended character set. Most printers can be set to print these
characters.. If strange characters appear on the screen, disable the linedrawing
characters. If the printer output contains strange characters, check the
dipswitches on the printer, ot disable the linedrawing characters.

MOUSE DRIVER

The GANAAS was developed in such a way that all the operations can be
controlled by a mouse, in addition to the inputs from the keyboard.

It is probable that the mouse driver has been activated at the beginning of the
computer session. In this case, the last line on the setup menu can be ignored;
the mouse will operate properly anyway. On the other hand, if no mouse driver
was activated before GANAAS was called, the suitable mouse driver can be
selected from the setup menu. Placing the highlight bar on the Load mouse
driver line, and pressing the space bar will change the No to Yes. The ENTER
key will confirm your choice. The ECS will display an additional frame; this is
called the scroll box, and will be used in a number of GANAAS programmes
(see illustration below).
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First, it will display the default directory where the mouse drivers are expected to
be stored. This can be changed to any other directory, in case that your particular
mouse driver file is stored someplace else. After the correct directory name is
displayed, press ENTER. The list of available files with mouse drivers will be
shown. In case of the default directory (C:\GANAAS\BIN), four files are available.
Select the correct type of mouse with the highligM bar, and press ENTER. Or
click on the line with the left mouse button, and then dick again in the field outside
the scroll box.

The meaning of the four files is a follows:

• MSMOUSE Microsoft serial mouse

• LMOUSE

• GMOUSE

• MOUSE

Logitech serial mouse

Genius serial mouse

Bus mouse.

With these selection most of the available mice can be initiated, except for some
rather exotic ones.

HOW TO USE MOUSE IN GANAAS

1. An item on any menu (including side box menus in graphic display of
spectrum where the mouse cursor is shown as an arrow) can be selected
and implemented by placing the rectangular mouse cursor in that line,
and pressing the left mouse button.

2. A modification of an entry (for example a default directory, or a number in
frames where such input is asked for) is made by placing the underline
mouse cursor under the letter or number to be changed, and typing tr <=

new value.

3. Selecting a file in a scroll window is made by placing the rectangular
mouse cursor in that line, and pressing the left mouse button. A star will

appear in front on the file name.

4. The ESC key is emulated by the mouse with a click of the left mouse
button when the rectangular mouse cursor is positioned anywhere on
the screen, but outside any frame.

5. The cursor line in a spectrum is moved to any position by placing the
arrow cursor in the desired position, and pressing the ieft button.
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SELECTING COMMUNICATION PARAMETERS

The RS232 serial communication ports on the personal computer can be used
to connect an external multichannel analyzer. Some parameters will have to be
set properly: the baud rate, the parity, the number of data bits, and the .lumber
of stop bits. Obviously, a free serial communication port will have to be selected.
All these operations are made using the frame as shown below. With the up and
down arrow keys the individual entries are selected. The left and right arrow keys
will change the value of the selected parameters.

After the correct values for the communication port number one (C0M1) have
been defined, it is possible (although probably very seldom needed) to set also
the parameters for the second (COM2)seria! port.

It is clear that the spectrum transfer from an external, stand-alone multichannel
analyzer will proceed correctly only if the communication parameters of the
computer will be the same as those for the MCA output port. To set these
parameters correctly, it is important to check, and possibly modify the settings
in the MCA.

When all the parameters are set according to the required specifications (they
depend on the type of the MCA and its output ports), press ESC. The newly
defined data will be written to the SETUP.GAN file.

There is no need to run the hardware setup programme every time when the
GANAAS is started. The communication programme reads the date from the
SETUP.GAN file, and sets all the parameters accordingly. On the other hand,
the hardware setup programme can be used any time when the need for some
modification arises.

Mumber of Communication pojcJts - 1

Mnmhrr if Lit. i, M i ~
l imber >/ ;t.ou '•• 11;-
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Chapter 6

ESCAPE TO DOS

Occasionally, the user needs to return to the operating system shell, to search
for a file or check the setup. In GANAAS, this can be easily done witout leaving
the programme.

Select the option 'Execute DOS command from the main menu.

GANAAS: Gamma, Activity and Neutron Activation Analysis

* System hardware setup

» Spectrum transfer and conversion
» Gamma spectrum analysis
"Efficiency calibration
* Calculation of activities
* Calculation of concentrations (NfiA)
* U t i l i t i e s

In the line that appears, the DOS command can be typed directly. It will be
implemeted when you press ENTER, or click anywhere on the screen except in
the small window.

DOS command: DIB C.AUINDOUSsSiea;

Once the required operation in the DOS has been completed, press ENTER to
the DOS prompt, and you will be back in the GANAAS main menu.
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Chapter 7

SPECTRUM TRANSFER
AND REFORMATTING

GANAAS:( Gamma, Activity and Neutron Activation Analysis

* System hardware setup
x Execute DOS command-

II * Speetrtm transfer and conversion
* Gamma spectrum analysis
* Efficiency w l ibrrtt ion
« Calculation of activities
1 Neutron activation analysis
* U t i l i t i e s

Selecting the option "Spectrum transfer and reformatting from the main menu,
as indicated above will display a short menu, shown below.

Three items can be selected from this menu. Let us select the third one first.

SPECTRUM TRANSFER

To perform spectrum analysis, the file with the spectrum, in a suitable format,
should be available and accesible to the computer. It is rather usual that such
spectrum file are stored on the hard disk. For a stand-alone multichannel
analyzer, the spectra have to be transfered to the computer. This is done using
a serial interface port on the computer side, and the TTY or EIA connector port
on the computer side. In addition to a suitable cable, a transfer programme is
required. For some MCAs, such transfer software is available in GANAAS. The
names of these MCAs will be displayed as indicated on top of Page 32.
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GANAAS: Gamma, ActiuitgJ'and Neutron Actiuation Analysis

I Spectrum transfer and conuersian ' ' • *

I Spectrun transfer from external MCfl ••

9-\ * Canberra Series 20
Canberra Series 35 Plus

* Canberra Series 90
* Canberra series 30
» Ortec series 5508 5510 56Q4 5608

Assuming that the hardware connection to the external MCA is made correctly, the
transfer programme will be started by choosing the appropriate line in the menu.
If you select the Canberra S35+ (serial), the following diplay will be presented.

Communication S35+ MCA with EIA option

Ih* Transfer spectnun frow MCA to disk
Transfer spectrum from disk to MCA

Observe that the programme enables the transfer of data in both directions: from
the MCA to the computer, and back. Selecting the first option, as indicated above,
will open the link to the MCA, and the frame, as shown below, is presented.

Communication S35+ MCA with EIA option

I Read spectrum from CANBERRA S35 m e n — —

Press READ OUT on I1CA, and make surt.
DEV:EIA MEM:FULL- MODEtBIMAIW
is selected
Then press the YES button on the MCA.

To ABORT tl ie cummunicdt ion,
press anij keu on the PC .

Receiuinq Diaiintltt

By setting the parameters on the MCA as advised in the frame, the transfer will be
initiated. At the end of a successful transfer, an appropriate message will be
displayed, and the operator will be asked to name the spectrum to be saved on the
hard disk, or in another storage media. It should be noted that the transfer
programmes, simultaneously with moving the spectral data from MCA to the
computer, perform the reformatting, so that the spectrum stored in the file in the
selected directory can be used directly as the input to GANAAS.

The communication with other MCAs is performed in a similar manner.
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SPECTRUM TRANSFER FROM OTHER COMPUTERS

It should be understood that "other computers" in the context of GANAAS implies
the computers that perform under a different operating system. In fact, this option
is only installing the DOS version of KERMIT, a well known open domain software
for files transfer.

Selecting the option, the operator will be immediately in the KERMIT programme.,
with the KERMIT prompt asking for further commands.

The operation of KERMfT is not described in this manual, as the instruction to
operate KERMIT are rather bulky. However, by typing a question mark (?) in
response to KERMfT prompt, the programme will offer the on-line help. Further-
more, the complete KERMIT manual is available in the file KERMIT.TXT file, and
can be printed out by the user.

SPECTRUM CONVERSION (SPEDAC)

SPEDAC is a utility programme for nuclear spectroscopists. It modifies the
spectrum recording formats, as used by the manufacturers of multichannel
analyzers, to the format required as the input to the spectrum analysis program-
mes. SPEDAC is available as a separate programme, offering a number of
options in respect to the output format. In GANAAS, only a specialized version
of SPEDAC is included, i.e. the spectra can be only converted into the format
required for GANAAS spectrum analysis.

The need for such a programme is the consequence of the regrettable fact that
every manufacturer of nuclear equipment has selected another format for storing
of the spectra. Occasionally we find that even the same company used different
formats for different multichannel analyzers. This makes the life of a nuclear
spectroscopists difficult.

The larger nuclear instrument companies have developed, as a rule, their own
spectrum analysis programmes, and have matched their inputs to the format of
the spectra produced by their hardware. The spectrum recorded by the ORTEC's
ACE card can be read by the ORTEC Minigam spectrum analysis programme -
but by no other.The number of the formats that can be read and written by
SPEDAC is limited to those MCAs and spectral analysis programmes that could
be thoroughly tested. It is expected that more MCA will be added with time.

As for all parts of GANAAS, the present version of SPEDAC introduced graphics
and the mouse operation facilities. The operation is very simple. The following
instructions are needed only if there is some uncertainty about a particular point
in operation of the programme. More detailed instructions for operating of
SPEDAC programme are given inb the second part of this manual.

The SPEDAC for GANAAS programme will be installed automatically with the first
diskette.
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For operation of the spectrum conversion programme, select the *Spectrum
format data conversion form the Spectrum transfer and conversion menu.

The first frame of the programme will appear on the screen.
i ^

SPEDfiC Spectrum D.\tn Format r.ui.Wr* urn 01 0 Ifttfl 1*390

S O U K E iirn.'i F : I I :

Canberra SIC) r' n
Innovator riCft C^r^
AccuSpec Ch' ic I t :?r
((66 CHiic l t i ' r D i t , : i
PCfl ( N u c l e u s )
ACE (ORTEC)
Silena
SPAN (IrtErt)
ftPTEC
Tracor (Tr.icor)

Let us look at the main display.

In the left column, the format used by the MCAs are listed. It should be realized
that SPEDAC is not a programme for transfer of spectral data from an external
MCA to the computer. The spectrum must exist, and be stored on a floppy disk
or on the hard disk.

The input spectrum file formats can be selected by the highlight bar; it is moved
by the up and down arrow keys. The selection is confirmed by pressing ENTER.
An alternate way to select the input spectrum is with the mouse. Place the mouse
cursor on the appropriate ;line and click the left button on the mouse.

The right window on the display informs the user that this is a special version of
SPEDAC: the conversion is made only into the format of GANAAS.

With the input format selected, the programme will offer you the opportunity to
choose the files that should be reformatted. Is is usual that the manufacturers
of MCA's recommend the names of the directories where the spectrum files are
stored. These name are taken as default by SPEDAC. For example, if the
spectrum file was created by the Canberra S100 card, it will be found in the
directory C:\WINDOWS\S100. It can happen that this directory is not installed
on your storage device, and your spectrum files are in a directory with a different
name. In this case, the following message will appear on the screen.
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Do not panic. Just press any key. In the next frame you will have the opportunity
to define the directory with the original spectrum files.

If the displayed name of the directory is satisfactory, press ENTER, or click with
the mouse button at any point inside the small frame displaying the directory
name. If not satisfied with the offered default directory, change it to the correct
name.

The display that appears now is a scrolling box containing all the spectrum files
with the correct extension. For example of the S100 card, the normal extension
for the spectrum file is *.MCA. All *.MCA files are shown.

S e j e c t

Sctircli in d i r e c t o r y .

fll.MCfl
« n2.MCfi
« B l . r O
- BK.MCfl

ZK MCfl
' 4K.MCri

lbK.ntft

Spectrum r i l e s •

The spectra are selected by placing the highlight bar (either with arrow keys or
with mouse)on the corresponding entry and pressing ENTER or mouse left
button. Any number of files can be selected. The chosen files are marked with
an asterisk. The list of available files can be longer than the size of the window.
The remaining files can be made visible by scrolling. This is done by up or down
arrow keys, or by mouse. Placing the mouse cursor on the arrow on the left side
of the window will scroll up or down.

When all the files have been selected, press ESC.
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A superimposed window will appear as shown below, and will ask you for the
name of the directory where the reformatted files should be stored. The default
directory is C:\GANAAS\SPECT. You can replace it by typing the name of another
director where the new files should be stored. Press ENTER, or click the left
mouse button, with the cursor inside the small window.

The next windows to be displayed depends on the number of selected files . If
only one file was chosen, the window looks almost the same as the one before.
However, here you have now the opportunity to specify the name of the output,
reformatted file. The default name is offered: it is identical with the name of the
input file but has the extension *.SPE, characteristic tor the GANAAS programme
input files. If more than one file has been selected, the following display will
appear.

The files can be reformatted in an automatic, unattended batch mode. In this
case, all the new files will have the names of the original files but with the new
extension. If you are more careful, you will select the second option: every
spectrum, before being reformatted, will be displayed, and you can specify how
it will be reshaped.

By selecting the second option, the graph of the spectrum will appear on the
screen as shown below.

Spectral* A2.HCA

Spectrum

DISPLAY
ROI
PLOT
EXIT

GO
CANCEL

( M « 7000 8000
Cl * ricl Number
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There are a number of possible operations using the facilities included in this
spectrum handling tool. They are described later. For now. let us assume that
the whole spectrum, exactly as it is seen, should be reformatted. Select EXIT in
the right hand box, either by clicking on it by mouse, or by typing E or EX or EXI
or EXIT, (this is a general rule: the first letter will be sufficient if it uniquely defined
the function; if two lines start with the same letter, the second letter must be added
when making the selection). Press ENTER.

In the next frame (see below) the opportunity is given to define the size of the
reformatted spectrum. If the original input spectrum had 8192 channels, there
are a number of choices that can be made. The selection is made with the
highlight bar or with the mouse, followed by ENTER.

In case that the number of channels in the original spectrum should be reduced,

C
I
AccuSpec (Nuclear Data)
N66 (Huclea
PCft (flucleu
ACE (OHTEC)
Silena
SPAN (IAEA)
APTEC
Tracor (Tral

Frdni't:SUIND

SPEDAC will give you the options to either compress the spectrum, or cut it at
the specified channel number. Two decisions are required:

• The staring channel can be set in the windows as displayed below. The
default value is 00001; it can be changed as desired.

• The following frame will offer the option to compress or cut the spectrum.

Choose the channel offset
to begin uith (counting from 1) : s'MOU

••iW'VAIIAAC •

Selection is made in the usual way.

tin you u.int to corrprc: the spectrum
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It might happen that the file with the name as selected in the preceding
procedure, already exists in the defined directory. In such a case, SPEDAC will
call your attention by displaying the following window.

If you select "Overwrite option, the existing file will be erased and replaced
with the new one. Selecting *Skip implies that no reformatting will be made,
and the programme will return to the starting point, or to processing another file.
If operating in a batch mode, the other files will be displayed for your inspection,
and will be reformatted.

MANIPULATING SPECTRUM DISPLAY WITH SPEDAC

The graphic option of SPEDAC permits the operator to display the spectrum,
and to manipulate it to a certain extent. The available functions are described
below.

When a spectrum stored in a file and in a specific directory is called, the SPEDAC
will switch to the graphics mode. The selected spectrum will be displayed,
together with its name on the top, and a command box on the right, as shown
in the figure below. The bottom line is reserved for commands.

Spectra* IX.MCA

Spectrun

DISPLAY
ROI
PLOT
EXIT

CANCEL

IBM
HuiCxp
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The instructions for operation can be given by typing the command, as
seen in the command box. It is not necessary to type the complete
command; the first letter will be sufficient, if the command is defined
unambiguously. Occasionally, you will have to type two or three letters.
A more elegant and faster method is to use the mouse. Just place the
mouse cursor to the desired command, and push the left mouse button.

Display

The first line on the command menu is selected by typing the letter D.
The selected command appears on the bottom line, and pressing
ENTER will implement it. Operation with the mouse is even faster.

Selecting DISPLAY command will change the command box as shown
on the right. A number of options are given.

BEG and END commands can select a Region of Interest (ROI). They
can be used by typing to the bottom line BEG=1800 END=440O if you
wish to display by the ROI between from 1800 to 4400 channels. The
result will be as shown below.

Spectrum 8K.HCA
Channel 4896: energy

5
.989 KeU, 8419. counts

Begin channel 2341 End channel 3127
»ROI

Display

BEG=
beg chan
END=
end chan
MN=
nin cuts
HAX=
max cnts
ROI
SPECTH
LIN
LOG

GO
CANCEL

ROI

-»=wove p
«-=i»owe 1

Fl=set_B
F2=set_E
BEG=
channel!
END-
channeltt

GO
CANCEL

The MIN and MAX functions do to the vertical scale what ROI does to the
horizontal. This can be useful if you wish to observe some of the peaks in greater
detail. Specifying Min=500 MAX=6000 will give you a good idea about a small
peak in the middle of the spectrum.

The command ROI displays the selected region of interest. SPECTR displays
the full, original spectrum.

Selecting LIN or LOG permits you to observe the spectra in linear or logarithmic
scale.
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Selecting this instruction will display a new command box, as shown on the left.
Here, you have the opportunity to set a region of interest in three different ways:

• Typing BEG= and END= instructions to the bottom line.

• Moving the vertical cursor line with the arrow keys. A particularly useful
function is performed with the up and down arrow keys. Pressing the up
arrow key will instruct the cursor to jump to the next peaK at a higher energy.
With the down arrow, it will jump to the next lower energy peak. Once in the
desired position, the beginning and the end of the ROI can be set with the
F1 and F2 keys.

• Using the mouse. Place the mouse cursor to the channel which will define
the beginning of ROI. Press left button. Select F1, either by pressing the
corresponing key, or by clicking this function in the command box. The same
with the F2 for the end of HOI. Clicking on GO will iomplement your selection.

The spectrum display with ROI indicated (white vertical lines), and with cursor
line (black) is shown on the previous page.

The results of the ROI setting procedure can be seen if you implement the
ROI command in the DISPLAY box.

As an example, a spectrum is shown below : the ROI has been set to include
one peak only, and the MIN and MAX were selected to include only the infor-
mative part of the spectrum.

Spectrum 8K.HCA

• i-

Spectrum

DISPLAY
ROI
PLOT
EXIT

GO
CANCEL

-**- 2719 2720 2730 2740 27S0 2760 2770
Channel Nunber

PLOT. This command is used to plot the spectrum with a printer. In the present
version, only dot matrix printers are supported.

EXIT is the command used to continue the operations of SPEDAC.
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Chapter 8

PARAMETER SETUP

To prepare the analysis programme for work, a number of parameters have to
be selected or defined. Gamma spectrum analysis should be selected from the
main menu, as indicated on the figure below. As in all GANAAS operations, this
can be made either by moving the highlight bar with the arrow keys, or with the
mouse.

GAftflflS: Gamma, f i c t ' i u i t y 'rind N e u t r o n A c t i v a t i o n A n a l y s i s

I"!':.] B —

System lmr<lw<iri- \rti_ip
•Execute DOS cummauri
Spectrum transfer ami conversion

Calculation of Activities
Cdlculdtiun of concentrations fHfin)
Utilities '

I

The submenu that appears has five options.

SELECT ANALYSIS PROGRAMME

The GANAAS was developed as an open system, with the assumption (and
expectation) that it will be expanded and improved with time. Different fitting
algorithms can be used in the evaluation of gamma spectra, and they can be
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added to GANAAS, with the only restriction that the input and the output format
must comply with the GANAAS requirements.

Chose the first option from the menu.

This option allows the operator to select the model for analysis of the spectrum.
Selecting this option will display the familiar scrolling box including all the
currently available fitting programmes.

Currently

•-Select

DMHRILS
v SPAN

selected

the anali

• • •

analysis

felywwi
BUJjBH

progran: SftWIAL

The selection is made as usual: click on the line with the desired programme with
the left mouse button, or move the highlight bar to this programme and press
ENTER.

GANAAS will accept the selection, and will return to the Gamma spectrum
analysis menu.

PARAMETER SET UP

Before starting an analysis, a number of parameters must be defined. These
include different calibration data, instructions of how to run the programme, and
identification tags. The Parameter set up option will prepare the parameter file
(*.PAR) that will be used to instruct the GANAAS how to perform the analysis.

In this chapter, the operation of the setup programme will be explained, except
for the calibration techniques; all the calibration procedures are described in
detail in Chapter 9.

Select the option from the Gamma spectrum analysis menu, as indicated in the
illustration on top of Page 43.

Two frames will appear. The top one is another menu, the bottom one shows
some information about the data contained in the parameter setup file.

When GANAAS is used for the first time, the bottom frame will include very little
useful information. None of the identification tags have been set, obviously no
calibration has been performed.

In the top frame menu, three options are given:

• Select the existing parameter file will give the operator the opportunity to
determine which setup file (\PAR) will be used in the experiment.
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y P a r a m e t e r s f i l e C:\fiANflftS\SPEfI\EXftr1PLE.Fftft

•* Eriit t i e c u r r e n t imrrtrcetcr f i l e
«( C r e a t e a ne-u' p a r a m e t e r f i l e

find l y i is* proy.r <\w kftflflNfU
C a l i b r a t i o n s i / cc t rum: (,AdflHflftSsSPEQTSft2 .SFE
damme' l i b r d r y : C AKflHflftSsSPECTsfiflMflnii LB(.
G e o m e t r y P o s i t i o n "1
D e t e c t o r : Gc d e t e c t o r u i t l . s l i i eM
ElkeU] ^ -5.01E+OOO *Z.4GE-OO1 * clr« . -2 .11E-009
FWHr1"2 ~- •7 .77E-001 . 2 . 1 0 E - 0 0 3 « E 'G.OQE»O0G «

•VOSKti

• Edit the current parameter file will open the access to a number of calibration
procedures, and will permit specifying the parameters needed in analysis.

• Create a new parameter file permits to define a new file which will be filled
with different types of input data, corresponding to different experimental
conditions.

Select an existing parameter file

The operation of the first option is simple. Select the line as usual, and the familiar
selection scroll box will appear, as indicated below.

The default GANAAS programme contains only one setup file, EXAMPLE. PAR.
Later, other specific setup files will be added by the user. The selection of the
desired setup file is made with the highlight bar or by using the mouse. "Tie click
on the left button, or pressing ENTER will result in the selected file becoming the
current file for analysis.
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Edit current parameter file

A number of subprogrammes are hidden under this general title. All the calibra-
tion procedures, as well as definitions of the experimental conditions, can be
implemented using the submenu that appears when this option has been
selected (see figure below).

neter H —
—'— Editing current parameter
lect — '
it tli
;*ate • Detector cal ibrdt ion

- » Operation parameters
*,Pcilser correction parameters
* Select gamma ray library

In the following, three rather simple options from this menu will be described.
The "Detector calibration will be explained in more detail in Chapter 8.

* Detector and geometry

Select this option and the following form l appear.

There are two entries that you can make. The information on Geometry refers to
the position of the sample in relation to the detector. You can specify the distance,
or simply define a certain position with a number or a letter, as indicated above.

The line Detector is purely descriptive; some data on the detector or associated
electronics can be placed here, to ease the future identification of this specific
parameter file.

* Operation parameters

Selection of the third option in the Editing current parameters nenu, will display
the form shown on top of Page 45.
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Operation

Peak search sensitivity"

Maximal number nf multijilct nRakr>

Background smoothing factor 'sigm

Peak id. par^rfeter (1st derivative)

Peak id. parameter

Maximun permissible F14HM deviation (x)

2.506900

Z.000000

6.. 000000

3O.DOGO0G

The inputs to be made by the operator in this form are specific for each fitting
model. The six inputs shown in the above figure, refer to the GAMANAL analysis
procedure. For other fitting programmes, another set of input data will be
required. The structure of the GANAAS programme is such that the selection of
another fitting procedure will automatically display another set of operational
parameters to be specified by the operator. Note: some of the fitting routines
might not require a specific set of operation parameters; this is the case with the
programme GRILS. In general, however, every fitting programme requires a
number of parameters to be defined, related to the sensitivity of the fitting
procedure, criteria for finding the single peaks and the multiplets, etc.

Let us look at the GAMANAL operation parameters.

For detailed information on the meaning of these parameters in GAMANAL, the
user is referred to the literature (the most informative publication was By R.
Gunnink and J. Niday, Report UCRL-5106, 1972). Here only a simplified expla-
nation is presented.

Peak search sensitivity is related to finding, in a spectrum, a set of points that
have a certain slope. The steepness of the slope is defined with this parameter.
A reasonable value is presented below. However, the operator will have to
experiment to define the best number for his spectra. In fact, this applies to all
the parameters listed below.

The maximum number of multiplet peaks is related to the way GAMANAL
programme defines the background. If there are too many peaks overlapping
each other in a multiplet, the programme will use a different fitting procedure for
the background.

Background smoothing factor is expressed in a number of standard deviations.
If a small peak (or a false small peak) appears in the spectrum, and has an area
smaller than the selected factor, it will be considered as background. This will,
in fact, improve the procedure for finding small peaks: In analyzing the peaks,
the background will be subtracted, and such a small peak, if real, will more clearly
stick out of the fitted background.
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Maximum permissible FWHM deviation (%) will help GANAAS to decide on the
extent to which the FWHM should be adjusted during the implementation of the
programme, before it is decided that the peak cannot be fitted with a single
function but will require a multiplet type of fitting. The smaller the value, the more
sensitive the procedure will be for separating peaks in a multiplet.

Once more, it should be emphasized that the operational parameters are totally
model dependent. Another fitting programme will probably require a completely
different set of parameters.

* Pulser correction parameters

In many experiments, a pulser is used for proper correction of live time. The
number of pulses collected in the area ot the pulser peak, compared to the known
frequency of the pulser, gives a good indication on the corrections required in
the spectrum. GAMANAL (and some other fitting procedures) can take this into
account when performing the analysis. Selecting this option in the Editing current
parameters menu will display the following form.

fosition of pulser peak (chaal)

Count rate of pulser (c/s)

The operator should enter the values for the pulser "energy", i.e. the position of
the pulser peak (which should be in a part of the spectrum where there are no
other peaks), and the pulser frequency.
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The last option in the Parameters set up menu gives the operator thu; opportunity
to create a new parameter file. Selecting the 'Create a new parameter file will
display the following prompt.

The user can change the directory where the file will be stored, and must give a
name to the file to be created. This done, the programme will return to the menu
Editing parameter file. It is assumed that the creation of a new file will be followed
by preparing this file for analysis, i.e. by input of different parameters and
calibration data described above.
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Chapter 9

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

Calibration is performed in GANAAS at two separate places in the programme:

Energy calibration and FWHM calibration is part of the Parameter set up
programme, and must be made before a spectrum is analyzed.

Efficiency calibration is made after the selected spectrum has been analyzed, in
preparation for quantitative analyses.

The calibration procedures are described below.

ENERGY CALIBRATION

By selecting the following options from the consecutive menus we can get to the
point where energy versus channel calibration is to be made;

Gamma spectrum analysis
Parameters set up
Edit the current file possibly preceeded by Select an existing parameter file
Detector calibration

The display as shown below will appear.

First, a suitable spectrum for calibration should be selected. As indicated above,
the appropriate option is chosen from the menu, and the familiar scroll box
appears, with the *.SPE files presented for selection. A good calibration
spectrum should have some easily identified peaks. The spectrum should be
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preferably taken with calibrated radioactive sources, so that it will also be useful
for the efficiency calibration of the system.

Select the best spectrum for calibration by placing the highlight bar on that line
and ENTERing, or by using the mouse.

The programme returns to the calibration menu, permitting the operator to
select which type of calibration is to be performed first. Select 'Energy calibra-
tion. The spectrum selected for calibration purposes will be displayed as shown
below.

Spectrum EXAMPLE.SPE

ENER CAL

PEAK SEL
SET_PAR
DISPLAY
STOP

GO
CANCEL

Ener c a l i b : 5.81E+BB 2.4BE-B1 -2.11E-B9
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Observe the menu box on the right hand side of the spectrum, with four lines of
commands. The desired command is selected in the same manner as exercised
in the SPEDAC programme: typing enough of the command to be unambiguous,
and hitting the ENTER key, or selecting the command with the mouse.

As the first step in energy calibration, the peaks will have to be selected. Select
PEAKJSEL command, and a cursor line will appear in the spectrum. At the same
time, the command box will change to look as indicated in the figure below.

SpectruN EXAMPLE.SPE

483.9 965.B 1445.8 1924.9
Enerjni Xe«. .:

ENER_CAL

PEAK SEL
TABLE
CALIBRA
SET PAR
DISPLAY
STOP

GO
CANCEL

The cursor can be moved channel by channel with the left and right arrow keys.
The up and down arrow keys will let the cursor line jump from peak to peak.

NOTE: the selection of peaks, at this stage, can be made at the same
time for the energy and FWHM calibration. It is recommended that all
the peaks to be used in the calibration procedures are defined now.

When a suitable peak has been reached, it can be selected and marlced by
pressing F1.

Several things will happen:
• a marker will be placed on top of the peak

• two red lines will appear, marking the region that was taken into account for
calculation of the peak position,
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• a line will appear at the bottom of the display, below the command line,
prompting the user to enter the energy of this peak

If the energy of this peak is known, its energy, in keV should be input. Complete
the input by ENTER or space bar. If a mistake was made in selecting the peak
or in assigning an energy value to it, the peak can be eliminated from the selection
by pressing F2. Pressing F3 will delete all marked peaks.When all the peaks
have been selected and energy tags assigned to them, press ENTER. The
screen will look as shown on the top of Page 52.

Next, select from the command box the option CAL1BRA. The calibration curve,
energy versus channel will appear, and the calculated constants will be dis-
played.

Spectriut EXAMPLE.SPE

Meu paramters: 4.23E+B8 2.40E-B1 -2.73E-08

The three constants refer to the equation

E = A + B (channel) + C (channel)2

In the command box, the operator now has the choice either to ACCEPT or to
IGNORE the calibration as displayed. If the line looks reasonably straight, accept
it by typing A and ENTER, or clicking with the left mouse button on ACCEPT
and GO (see the second illustration on Page 52).

You might be happy with the calibration as displayed, particularly if you have
tagged many peaks with known energy values. It might happen, however, that
only two or three peaks could be identified in the calibration spectrum, and the
calibration curve does not look very consistent. It can be improved.
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Select option TABLE from the command box. The table as shown below will be
displayed.

All the marked peaks are listed in the table. Those with the energy specified have
the assigned value displayed in the rightmost column. For other peaks, the calculated
energy value is shown in the third column.

Here, you have the opportunity to improve the calibration.

Peaks that can now be identified, can be looked up in a gamma ray energy table,
and correct energies assigned to the rightmost column. After such improvements
have been completed, ENTER will trigger the programme to recalculate the energy
calibration constants. The new calibration can be checked by selecting CALIBRA,
and displaying the calibration curve.

There is another command display in the box: SET_PAR. Selecting it, the following
form will be displayed.

Parameters used for jpeak location duringcalibrat ion-
Default peak uirtth (channels) J E S S
Peak search sensitivity factor 1Q.Q03
It iter in background st/ripping 250

The three parameters that are shown in the frame can be altered by typing new values.
These values are used when the location and FWHM of peaks are calculated.

Default peak width (chu..nels) gives the iteration programme the first tip on the width
of the peak.
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Peak search sensitivity factor tells how many times the area in a peak should be
larger than the background, to be statistically significant and recognized as a valid
peak. A high number will influence the analysis so that only very strong peaks will
be used in the calibration procedures.

# iter in background stripping defines how extensive will be the procedure for
determination of the background under the selected peaks. The number of
iterations is determined.

With the energy calibration completed, the procedure for full width half maximum
(FWHM) versus energy calibration can be started. Select the *FWHM calibration
option from the calibration menu.

The selected calibration spectrum will be displayed again, and the peak selected
previously will be marked. If you are satisfied with the selection of the peaks to be
used in the FWHM calibration, select the CALIBRA option in the command box.
The calibration curve will be displayed as shown below.

Spectrim EXAMPLE.SPE

Neu parameters: 1.B1E+B8 1.52E-63 1.68E-H7
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The peaks selected for FWHM calibration should be well defined singlets, with good
statistics. It might happen that the user is not certain if the correct peaks have been
selected. in such a case, the following steps will help to improve the selection.

Display the spectrum by selecting the *FWHM calibration from the menu. The
displayed spectrum has the selected peaks marker with a cursor on the top. Select
from the command box the option PEAKJSEL. The cursor line can be moved to be
suspicious peak. Press F3 key. The peak will be displayed within a region that
includes 100 channels around the centroid. Seeing the peak clearly, you can decide
if its shape is suitable for calibration. The figure below shows an example of a bad
peak, not suitable for FWHM calibration.

SpectrtM EXAMPLE.SPE
Chi 2122 Ener 514.14 3S51. counts

Peak Sel

•»=noue r
«-=noue 1
t=junp r

F1=SELEC
F2=REH_1
F3=EXPAN
F1B=R_AL

GO
CANCEL

FUHN c a l i b :
»PE

311.3 313.7 316.1 318.3 330.9
Energy XeW

7.77E-B1 2.18E-B3 B.8eE*B8

The calibration results can be inspected by selecting the option TABLE from the
command box. The following form will appear.

-FUW1 calibration data— :—
tt

1
-2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Height
counts
35733
42319
1Z174
12005
33256
43188
15711
5411
10B58
2139

Position
channel!!

316.

4aa.
671,

1242.
1463.
2736,
3458,
3721,
4627,

.80

.49

.16

.12

.66

.99

.39

.61

.70
7630.97

Peak FWHri
(keU)
1.13
1.05
1.07
1.20
1.23
1.45
1.56
1.59
1.72
Z. 09

Fitted FWHH
(keU)

1.Q67
1.G97 .
1.12?
1.221 ,
1.256
1.446
1.549
1.585
1.708

! 2.090

Energy
(keU)

>toi»:i:::cie
122.0597
165.9541
302.9797
356.1452
661.6400
034.8472
898.0156
1115.540
1836.130
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You will inspect this table and decide if all the peaks used are suitable for
calibration. A peak can be eliminated from the list by typing 00000 for its energy
value. After the changes have been completed, ENTER will recalibrate the FWHM
versus ENERGY curve.

Observe that in several command boxes there is the option DISPLAY. It offers
the user all the features that have been described in Chapter 7.

With energy and FWHM calibration completed, the programme will return to the
calibration menu. There is another option available: "Energy and peak shape
recalibration. This function of GANAAS will be used only in those gamma analysis
programmes which have intrinsic capabilities to improve on the calibration
parameters. As an example, consider GAMANAL. Selecting this option will
instruct the GAMANAL analysis programme to recalculate the calibration param-
eters, and to prepare the constants as required by the main deconvolution
programme.

Selecting this option will first display, once more, the calibration spectrum. Here,
the operator has the last opportunity to add some peaks that will be considered
in the complex GAMANAL calibration process. Up to 15 peaks can be defined.
Take care that these are good, well defined ones.

When satisfied, press ESC four times, or click with the mouse button on an empty
place on the screen. For the next minute, all kinds of different messages will
appear on the screen . They are shown mainly to assure the user that the
computer did not ji>mp out of the programme, and that something is happening.
Ignore them.

At the end of the calibration calculation, the following form will be displayed. It is
of informative character: it shows some specific parameters needed in GAMANAL
programme. A GAMANAL specialist can change these values but for an inexpe-
rienced user it is best to look at the bottom line. There, the question is asked if
the optimized parameters should be accepted. Between NO and YES, the space
bar serves as a toggle switch.

If the new calibration parameters have been accepted, ESC will retun the user to
the main Gamma spsctrum analysis menu.
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EFFICIENCY CALIBRATION

Efficiency calibration will be performed after a spectrum with known peaks, corre-
sponding to the radioactive isotopes of calibrated activity, has been analyzed.
Therefore, in the logical procedures of GANAAS, the option for efficiency calibration
is placed in the main menu, following the spectrum analysis programme.

Select the efficiency calibration option as indicated below.

GANAAS: Gamma, Activity and Neutron Activation Analysis

« System hardware setup
* Execute DOS command ' '
* Spectrum transfer and conversion—-
* Gamma spectrum analysis

.•Efficiency
Calculation of activities

» Calculation of concentrations (NflA)
» Utilities

The efficiency calibration menu that
will appear (see figure on the left) is
described in the following.

The first line allows you to select the
fitting function. Depending on the
type of the detector used, different
functions can be chosen to obtain
the best possible fit to the experi-
mental data. The selection menu is
shown below.

Efficiency calibration

||» Select fitting function
Input efficiency data
Perform fitting
Display resuIts

-Select function, current: Log E transformed pouer series
Dual pouer function 66-2806 keU

I Dual pouer • exptuien* i-< 1 2O-2QO0 Ve1.
T r i p l e pouer lunc t io i ' bG-4000 k t t
T r i p l e pouer •> exponent ia l 20-2006 keU
Siny le pouer funct ioi 20OH00O k f
Negative pouer s e n t ?

I Log E transformed pouer s e r i e s
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The functions listed in the menu are given below.

Dual power function

Dual power + exponential

Triple power function

Triple power + exponential

Single power function

ax E~b + c x E"d

ax E"b + c x E"d + e"fE

a x E~b + c x E~" + e x E"f

a x E~b + c x E~d + e x E~' + g x e"

a x E - b

Negative power series

Log E transformed power series

2 ai x E"
UO

2 ai x In (E)1
i=0

The recommended empirical method for selection of the most suitable function is
to run the calibration procedure with each likely function, observe the results, and
finally select the function that best fits the experimental data. Note: with some data,
some functions may work poorly or not at all.

After a function has been chosen,
with the highlight bar or using a
mouse, the main efficiency calibration
menu will appear again.

Select the option Input efficiency
data, and ENTER.

Ef f i f i(?ivcy (\i 1 ibr<it IOH

* Select fitting function

* Perform f itting"
* Display results

A small menu will be displayed, as shown below.

dllrtllJSIS rtSUl

There are two ways to input data for efficiency calibration. Selecting Keyboard input
will display an empty form. The top of the form has a prompt that asks the operator
to define the maximal number of points to be used for efficiency calibration. Change
it to the number you expect .o use. ENTER.
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The same form appears again, however this time with a table that requires the input
of the user.

Energy, efficiency, and standard deviation should be typed in, for all the points
used in the calibration. Obviously, the efficiency and standard deviation values will
have to be calculated "off-line", and only the final values inserted in the table.

ESC key will complete the operation.

Alternatively, a programme is available that will take the peak areas directly from
the calibration spectrum, and the nuclear data from a library. The only input
required by the operator will be the date when the radioactive isotope used to
obtain the spectrum, was calibrated, and the activities of individual radioisotopes.

The use of this comfortable programme can be explained observing the form that
appears on the screen if the input data were selected to come from an 'analysis
result file. Obviously, some input files, such as the library and the *.GRS file will
have to be defined. Then the display will appear as shown on top of Page 60.

In fact, only the top frame will appear first. Here, the user must complete the
prompts by inserting the date when the calibration source was certified. Observe
the format for the date. Press ESC, and the bottom part of the form will be shown,
together with a small window on the right.
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=-=^-^^"-"-=: >-=-Ziiiciency calibration data ~-rf -.̂ ---̂ -
Library ' " - C AGflNAflSsSPECT\GANAAS LBG
Spectrum result - C.SGANAASNSPECT\EXAMPLE.GSR

Measurement Date Reference Date
mo dy g h m s m dg g h ra s Difference
7 /3 /1990 15:35:0 5 /9 /19B3 0 :9 :0 3.6314le*OO7
Collection Hue time 86468.0009

Energy (KeU)1
—nuclide and activity editing

79.58 Jut (c/s) 0.15

P r o c e s s e d l i n e 2 .from 3 3 , G e n e r g i e s in l i s t

In an interactive manner, the user can now select those energy lines that correspond
to the radioactive isotopes that are in fact represented in the calibration source.
There will be other radioisotopes indicated. If none of the offered el" J,*es is
satisfactory, press ESC.

When you see, among the options of different radioisotopes offered in the small
window, the one that you recognize as a calibration one, place the highlight bar on
it, and ENTER. Or use the mouse. The form on the left will now give you the
opportunity to enter the values of the activity for this calibration radioisotope, and
for the precision of the calibration. These values are given in the certificate.
Continue until all the lines have been recognized, and the activities entered.
Observe that for the radioactive isotopes which have more than one energy line in
the spectrum, you only have to type the activity for one of the lines. All the rest will
be taken care of automatically, and will be displayed as shown below.

Efficiency calibration data =•-__.
Library - CAGANARSSSPECT\GANAAS.LBG •
Spectrum result - C:\GANAAS\SPECT\EXAMPLE.GSR

Measurement Date • ^ Reference Date
mo dg y )i m s mu dy y h m s Difference
7 /3 /1990 15:35:0 5 /9 /1989 0 0 :0 3.6311le.QO7
Collection live time 06468.9000

Lr-Eff iciencies-
i Energy
T 81

zee
360
368
388

1
r
i

Intensity
1.9

e.3z
6.74
Z.Z
e.29

sis.

si
e.oii

e.0051
6.0049
e.0979
0.0038

Branching
6.36

0.075

e.z
6.67

6.094

Eff
0.0065
6.6053
0.6047
6.694
6.0038

sEff
6.0913
6.0014

9.8e-605
a.ie-ees
9.Ze-G05
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With the input completed, press ESC,
and the programme will return to the
calibration menu.

Select the option "Perform fitting.

The programme will make the necessary
fitting, and the results will be displayed
in the scroll box as shown below. Move
the highlight bar downwards by arrow
key, or use the mouse on the side ar-
rows to diplay the results.

|—Dual pouer • exponent ia l 26-2080 kell f i t -

« GANAAS EFFICIEMCY FIT REPORT »

Reduced Chi-Sqare of f i t : 0 .966169
NuMber of parameters 6

(—Dual pouer • exponential
k

t parl6
parti
partZ
part3

1 part4
) parS5

20-ZOOO keU
parameter
-6.0787499 .
-0.G34O84 .
-5.39693 .
-1.97979 i
0.968121 i
-0.955111 i

fit

t 0.O952Z666
t 0.800891SZ1
t 3.31565
t 6.343189

0.1Z84Z5
0.0186107

The calibration parameters will be auto-
matically stored in the *.PAR file, the
moment you press ESC.

The results of the fitting procedure can
be displayed graphically by selecting
the final option from the calibration
menu, *Display results.

E f f i c i e n c y c a l i b r a t i o n

* S e l e c t f i t t i n g f u n c t i o n
* Input e f f i c i e n c y d a t a
* Perform f i t t i n y

Display results
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The calibration curve is displayed together with the residuals. This will give the
user a good idea about the goodness of the fit. The height of the cursor at individual
positions indicates the uncertainty in the experimental data.

Probably the user will have to experiment with different fitting functions to find the
optimal one, select it and store it in the *.PAR file for future use.

L'f i ic ienr.y plul • Du jiuucr • i-xpuii(.-i
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Chapter 10

GAMMA SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

GAMANAL

Assuming that all the preparation for the spectral analysis have been satisfactorily
completed, the proper analysis can be started now.

Analys is .^ir•uyram- tft
C a l i b r a t i o n spect rm
Cdtnmfl. I ibr.11 y
Geometry Pos i t i on 4
Detector G? detectu
ElkeUl 4 84E*0OO

flMflNAL
: i: Sf.ANfiiV-ASPK.TM

uitli slut:
.OIE-OOI

.58E-001 -J.J1E 00
1 HE 00? » LI
OOE'000 • VI

First, the user must select the fitting programme to be used in analysis. This is
made by the first option in the *Gamma spectrum analysis menu (see illustration
above). Clicking with the left mouse button on the appropriate line will display
the scroll box with the list of available analysis programmes. The presently active
programme is displayed on the top line.

Selecting the 'Analyze spectra option will
again display the scroll windows. This time,
the displayed files are spectra, in the correct
format, with the extension *.SPE. Select one
or more spectra. Complete the selection with
ESC.

The first spectrum will be read into computer memory. The reading box will inform
you on the progress (see top of Page 64). The time needed to read the spectrum
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11nq spectrum: C:\GflHAflSNSPEtT\EXnMPI_E.SPE=
--i ;••- ' n »

depends on its size, and on the medium where it was stored. Obviously, the
transfer from a floppy disk is slower than from a hard disk.

The spectrum will be displayed on the screen, as shown below.

Spectrum EXAMPLE.SPE

'SET ROI I
STftRT_fiN|
QUIT_flM

Ener c<Uib: t,.IJBl*U(J 2 4UE-U1 3 7?I-09

Now, the user has the last opportunity to define the region of interest to be
analyzed. Type SE and press ENTER, or click the SETRO1 option in the
command box, and GO. The region of interest can be most confortably defined
by using the mouse. Place the cursor on the desired channel, and click F1 in
the command box (or press the F1 key) to mark the beginning of the ROI. With
F2 the end of the ROI is defined. Click on GO, or press ENTER.

Click on STARTAN and GO, or type ST and press ENTER.

The analysis will start.

To calm the impatient user, the programme will continuously display some
messages (see top of Page 65), demonstating thet the analysis is being
performed. In fact, these messages have definite meaning; GAMANAL operates
in a clearly defined steps, and they are indicated on the screen.

Depending on the type of computer, and the complexity of the analyzed
spectrum, the procedure will take from 45 seconds (timed for the spectrum
EXAMPLE, with a 80386-20 computer with mathematical coprocessor) to four
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reading C:SGflM(WS\SPECTsD3WLE.SPE

BRMRHflL :^f Indlna jiacKgrouji•. •

: Iirterpolatijrin at clS 75B8

GAMMtiL : f U t Inq . . . [3031

minutes. When the analysis is completed, the programme will return to the
Gamma spectrum analysis menu.

The results can be inspected before they will
be printed out. Select the *Show result of
analysis, and the you will have the opportu-
nity to select the spectrum whose results you
wish to see. Note that the result files have
the extension *.GRS. After the selection has
bean made, the report will appear, as indi-
cated below.

Select analysis |)ro(jrflti
Parameter set up

Display r e s u l t s of analys is

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS MOULTS

SPECTPJrt IDENTIFICATION:

DATE COLLECTED: 07 03 1TK) lh 3b 00
H U E TIME l , s l : 86400 REAL TIME t s J : 86-168
CAL PARAM ENERGY' 5.O41E«0O0 '2 .40QE OOlxclitt 2.-J99E 0 0 9 x d m * 2

FWHM: 7 .954B-0O1 •*! 116E-003xE tO.OOOE*O00x£"2 .

HflMfltL

199.80
281.90
290.89
310.b?
316.16

4
4
4
4
4

FUIHM
CkeV]
650

.420

.420

.220

.220

ENERGY
llteU]

5JJ.00
72.70
74.66
?S.b8
80.92

40F nREn
immitsJ

3980 ±
, 9509 i

18813 •
lZ'JIB *

163677 ±

30?
358
373
63?
91?

QUALITY

or K I T
1 00
1 OO
1.00
1.00

. Z.00
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The numerical report summarizes some of the information about the type of
spectrum and calibration data, before presenting the most essential results on the
fitting of individual peaks of the spectrum. F10 will print the report.

If a spectrum of an unknown origin is being ana-
lyzed, it is instructive to look at the spectrum
results in graphic presentation. Select the option
* Display results of analysis. Note: only the last
spectrum analyzed will be available for visual in-
spection.The spectrum wil' le read, and two in-
formation frames will be displayed, as shown
below. The file to be read has the extension

*.GGF, and can be large, up to 200 kB. Thus, the reading of this file will take several
seconds.

GflMSHOW: Beading S p e c t r a l Data

GflKSHOW: Readinq Peak Data

The spectrum will be presented as shown below.

Observe how the spectrum is plotted: first, the experimental data are displayed,
next, the background fit is shown in green. Finally, the identified peaks are
presented in red.
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The selection box on the right gives you several options. They can be activated
by pressing the indicated function (F) keys, or by clicking i.,.*. appropriate line
with the mouse. The meaning of these commands is explained in the following.

ROI (F1). With this command, a region of interest can be selected
using the keyboard . The left and right limits are set by placing the
curson on tne selected channel wifh the arrow keys. Note that the
up and down arrow keys result in cursor jumping from peak to peak,
in one or the other direction. The limits are set by F1 and F2 keys.

DISP (F2). The vertical scale of the spectrum is influenced by this
command. A new command box will appear, as indicated on the left.
You can select between linear, logarithmic, and square root display.

EXPAND (F3). If a ROI has been set, this command will implement
it, i.e. the selected ROI will be displayed.

FULL (F4). After displaying a region of interest, or a peak in the spectrum,
activation of F4 key will trigger the return to the display of the full spectrum.

PEAK (F5). Select a peak by moving the cursor to its position; this can be made
precisely by the up and down arrow keys. Then press F5. The peak will be
displayed, showing also a number of points in the background, to the left and to
the right of the peak. The measured data points are presented in the form of a
histogram. The fitting function is drawn in red.

S p e c t r u n : C:\GfiNflflS\SPECTvMIXED l . S P E

Peak I) Yt Enenji j • i l l bl Area 44067.-(1 ( 4 8 3 % 7 ) F i t t) •')', •

i . . P E f l l T "

° "* ' " HEMU_J

° • • . r " DTSP F T

? * ' 'RESIDU.F2
. , - • CURSOR ->

<- CURSOR

NEXT PK I
LAST PK i .
<ESOEXIT

Observe than a new menu box will appear. Some of the commands and
instructions therein are the same as in the preceeding menu. One is new.

RESIDU.F2. By pressing the F2 key, the residual values will be displayed below
the spectrum with the fitted peak(s), as shown on top of Page 68. This gives you
excellent information about the goodness of the fit.
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Spectrun: CAGflNfmSsSPECTstilXED-l.SFE
Peak 8 32 Energy: 252.14" 'Area-' 73BD.6 \ 751D.D- Fit

RESIDUALS1

tiEHU

The inspection of the results might indicate that the fit is bad. This can be caused,
for example, by the wrong parameter file used for analysis of a spectrum. In such
a case, the operator will return to the beginning of the analysis, and will adjust the
inputs (parameter file, and in particular, the operation parameters), before starting
the analysis again.
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GRILS

This analysis programme applies the algorithms developed for analysis of x-ray
spectra: iterative non-linear least square fittting is used. The procedure is highly
interactive; throughout the process, the operator has strong influence on the details
and parameters of analysis, and can adjust and modify many inputs to obtain an
optimal fit. The programme can be specially recommended for the cases when a
small but very complex part of a spectrL.ji is to be analyzed.

In principle, GRILS can be operated from the keyboard. In practice, the use of a
mouse is the only realistic approach. Indeed, GRILS was designed with the mouse
operation in mind.

GRILS will be initiated by selecting the proper line from the scroll box that appears
as response to the 'Gamma spectrum analysis and 'Select analysis program
options. Observe that after selecting the GRILS, the name will appear on the top
of the frame, as shown below.

Currently se lected analysis program: GAMAtlAL
i

I"
,f(l n

H
HSelect*the analysis profjra
* GftfWNflLr

Press ESC, or click the left mouse button when the cursor is outside the frame.

Next, you select the option 'Spectrum analysis. Define the parameter file to be
used, in the same way as described for the GAMANAL programme. Then select
the option 'Analyze spectra. From here on, GRILS follows its own way for analysis
procedure.

The first frame that appears on the screen is essentially only the command
(or selector) box. All the functions of GRILS, including the selection of
spectrum to be analyzed, is controlled by the commands in this box. As in
other GANAAS programmes, the desired command line is selected either by
moving the light bar with the arrow keys, or by placing the mouse arrow on
the appropriate line and clicking the left mouse button.

The first action is to select the spectrum to be analyzed. Select the Load spec
option, a.'d the familiar procedure for selecting a file will be initiated. First,

Set d i s p l
SrtUC l y S
Peaks
Bachgrnd
F i t
Set | )A I <.\n
ROI
STOP
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the directory definition line will appear, offering the de'ault directory as the storage
for the spectrum files. Another directory can be specified. Press ENTER.

Search in directors): C:^-V
•Ay, •• i': \ \

r .-."•fl

Lgad spec
Set d i sp l
Sa ue r es
Peaks
Backgrnd
Fit
Set patan
ROI
STOP

<firrous>=Moue <Enter>=Select <Det>=UnSolect <Esc>=Done

From the scroll box with the list of available spectra, select the desired file by placing
the light bar and pressing ENTER, or by the mouse click. ESC will start the actions:
the spectrum will be read from the storage media, and it will be displayed as
indicated below.

V. 0 - S8349
'4

GBILS v

Set d i sp l
Saue Fes
Peaks '
-Baclignid
Fit
Set paran
ROI
STOP
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Let us study the commands in the selector box.

Set displ will present a small frame where the current setting for the vertical
display will be shown, as indicated in the illustration below where only the
relevant fraction of the screen is presented.

Peaks
Backrjr nd
F i t
Set paian
ROI
STOP

Three types of display are available: linear (UN), logarithmic (LOG), and
square root (SQR). The type of the scale can be modified by pressing the
space bar, or by clicking with the mouse inside the windows. ENTER or a
click outside the frame will terminate the selection.

Save res will be selected after the analysis has been completed. The results
of the analysis will be stored in the selected default directory: the name of
the new file will be identical with the name of the spectrum, the extension
will be *GSR. Later, these results can be displayed, and printed, in the
same way as was shown on the example of the GAMANAL programme.

Peaks will display another small window, as shown below. Two options are
available:

Peak search will automatically look for the peaks, taking into account
the restrictions d, led in the Set param option (see explanation on
Page 70). The peaks will be identified with a small cursor in the position
as found by the programme. More about selection of peaks will be
explained on Page 74.

Remove all peaks will do just that: all the markers on the peaks defined
in one way or another, will be eliminated.
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Load spec
Set displ
Save res
Peaks

Fit
Set pararn
ROI
STOP

Backgrou option offers the opportunity to define the type of background
fitting procedure. A small window will appear, with the current type of
fitting displayed. It can be changed by space bar. The second step
permits to specify the order or polynomial, a3 indicated below.

Set Backyround
Background .'iMfflffBCTI m

I Set Background
i Polynonial Bacfctifound-
Mumber of teint 2

Two types of background fitting procedures are available:

Polynomial fit can use a polynomial function up to fourth order. The order
of the polynomial is selected by clicking in the window or by space bar.

Filter denotes an iterative procedure for background determination. The
process of digital filtering is well known and has been described in the
literature. The procedure is based on taking the average value of several
points in a spectrum, and repeating the calculations in an iterative manner,
until the peaks have disappeared. The number of iteration can be specified
in the secondary window, as shown below.

Load spec
Set displ
Saue t es
Peaks
Backgrnd
Fjt

Set pararn is the command that displays the following frame.

::::
Set Program parameters ^Tr^T

Maxinun nunber of LS iterations SUH
Hininun chi'sqaure value 6.0860
Maxinun diff betueen chi-squares B.IBBS
Default peak width (channels} 3.0860
Default peak width constraint Cch) 3.6089
Default peak position constraint Cch) 2.BBBB
Peak search sensitiuity factor 10.088
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For optimal operation of the programme, the user will have to adjust these
parameters to the shape of the analyzed spectrum. The meaning of the
parameters is explained below.

Maximum number of LS iterations. The iterative procedure will calculate a
converging (hopefully) set of values. At some point, the iterations have to be
terminated. One possibility is to define the maximal number of these iterations.
When reaching this number, the calculation will stop, irrespective of the quality
of the results obtained . The default value is 20.

Minimum chi-square value. Another criterium to terminate the iteration proce-
dure is to define the desired quality of fit, expressed by the chi-square value.
When this is reached, the calculations will stop. The default value is 0.

Maximum diff between clii-squares. This is a powerful criterium. It compares
the goodness of fit between two consecutive iterations. If this difference is
smaller than the defined value, the iterative calculations will stop. The default
value is 0.1.

Default peak width (channels). The algorithm for non-linear least square
calculations must have some initial values to start the procedure. The approx-
imate value of the peak full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), expressed in number
of channels, should be inserted here. This value will also influence the peak
search process: the closer the input value is to the one seen in the spectrum,
the more precisely the peaks will be identified. The default value (3.0) has little
meaning; the correct estimated value should be typed in.

Default peak width constraint (ch). Some limitations have to be put on the
non-linear fitting procedure, to prevent the programme getting lost in searching
for the appropriate peaks and their shapes. This constraint defines that the
deviation in FWHM should not be larger than the input value, compared to the
defined default peak width. It is reasonable to select this value to be the same
or slightly higher than the default peak width.

Default peak position constraint (ch). When a peak will be selected for
analysis, the marker cursor will not necessarily sit exactly on top of the peak.
The constraint factor determines how far off the marker can be to still permit the
non-linear fitting procedure to perform satisfactorily. The default value (2.0) has
little meaning; the proper value depends on the number of peaks and their
shape.

Peak search sensitivity factor. The peak search routine can be influenced to
identify only large peaks (large value of this parameter), or to be very sensitive
and to find also very small peaks (low value). The proper value should be found
empirically. The default value (10.00) is only an orientation.

ROI. In GANAAS Version 2.0, this function is not yet properly implemented.

STOP. This command terminates the GRILS programme and return the user
to the 'Spectrum analysis menu.

Fit. This command requires a longer explanation, starting on Page 74.

Saue 1 es
Peaks
Backflr nd
F i t
Set i iaian
ROI
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Set disirr

Peaks
Backrii nd

Set IIAI ,tn
HOI
STUP

When the spectrum has been displayed, the user should define the region of
interest for analysis. This can be conveniently performed by using the mouse.
Note the light blue colored bar on the bottom of the spectrum. Clicking on one
end of this bar will permit the operator to move the light bar, by the mouse, to
any position. Similarly, the other end of the light bar can be positioned. By
clicking in the spectrum field, only that part of the spectrum defined by the dark
part of the light bar, will be displayed. Only the displayed part of the spectrum
will be analyzed. The region of interest can be moved by placing the mouse
cursor in the olack part of the light bar, and dragging it to a new position. The
result of these operations can be seen from the illustration below.

V: 27m - SB349 X 1 3 3 - 1 7 9 ' . "?~

Set d i s pI
Srtuc i es
Peaks
Backrjr nd
f i t
Se t par an
ROI' •
STUP

— r,:.?

Rnousi noue selector box; <CR>." select i ten; <£SC> exit

Using the default values of the
analysis parameters, and the
low end of the EXAMPLE.SPE
spectrum, let us first make the
analysis using the Peaks option,
letting the programme select the
peaks automatically. The result
of the peak selection is shown
in the illustration on the left. Ob-
serve that the programme was
not in a position to separate the
close peaks. Instead, the peak
marker was placed somewhere
in the middle between two
peaks. Nevertheless, let us try
to make the anai/sis.
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Next, select the Fit option in the
selector box. The first iteration
will be calculated, and the result
will be displayed. It will look
something like illustrated on the
right. Obviously, the peak posi-
tions are wrong.

Observe the windows that ap-
peared on top of the screen. It
provides some information on
the iterating procedure. Its bot-
tom line gives the operator three
choices:

• one more iteration

• iterate until due

• stop iteration.

Select "one more iteration", and
the display will show the result
of the procedure after two itera-
tions, as shown on the right.

In the next step, select "iterate
until done". This implies that the
iteration procedure will continue
until one of the criteria as de-
fined in •he Set param will be
met. In our axample, when the
default parameters were not
properly defined, the iteration
procedure will be repeated fcr
20 times, and the final screen
will look like shown on the rfghf.
Obviously this is not a satisfac-
tory result. The largest peak
was somehow analyzed, the
lower peaks produced totally
unacceptable results. Never-
theless, let us Save res.

Exit the GRILS programme, and
look at the results by selecting
the EXAMPLE.GRS file. The
numerical results will be shown
(see the illustration on top of
Page 76).
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SPECTRUM fiMRLWTS RESULTS

SPECTRUM lOEMTIFICflTION:- . .

DflTE COLLECTED: 02-10-1991 .10:39:00 '
LIUE TIME I s ] : S0400 REflL TIME [ s i : bO469
CftL PflRflM ENERGY: S 061E+0Q0 *? .40UE-00lxchtt +3.7l9E-B09xchtt'Z

PEflKtt CHRNHEL flRER QUALITY
[counts) OF FIT

- 3 3 9 3 9 . i 8693264960.25
90080 + J 488 224.11

Studying these results, it is clear that the analysis of the first peak is completely
wrong, and that the second peak was possibly identified correctly as far as the
energy was concerned, but the value for the QUALITY OF FIT indicates that
something is badly wrong.

Next, let us try some improve-
ments. One way is to change the
analysis parameters, for example
by specifying the default FWHM
be 1 channel and not 3. We can
also make the programme more
sensitive for small peaks, by de-
creasing the value of the Peak
search sensitivity factor.

However, there is another, more
elegant solution. Place the
mouse cursor within the spec-
trum field, and click. An vertical
arrow will appear. Drag the
mouse, and place the arrow on
top of the largest peak. Press
F2. The peak will be marked with
a fixed cursor. Select other
peaks in the same way. When all
peaks have been marked, click
with the left mouse button. The
result is shown in figure to the
left.

Now, start the iteration by select-
ing the Fit option. The first iter-
ation indicates that we are on the
right track. The illustration on the
left shows that all peaks have
been found. Make "one more
iteration".
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The display after the second it-
eration shows that the peaks
are being fitted nicely. It is time
to let the programme finish the
job. Select the "iterate until
done" option.

The final result is amazingly
good. All the peaks have been
identified and fitted rather well,
as shown in the second illustra-
tion on the right.

Let us look at the result. After
saving the analysis results exit
GRILS, and show results by se-
lecting the EXAMPLE.GSR file.
The illustration below shows
that all five peaks have been
fitted, and that the goodness of
the fit is satisfactory.

SPECTRUM fiMOLYSIS RESULT',

SPECTRUM IDENTIFICATION:

DflTE COLLECTED: 0 2 - 1 0 - 1 9 9 1 1 0 : 3 5 : 0 0
LIUE TIME Isl: bO4GO REflL TIME I s ) : bO4G'3
COL PflRAM ENERGY: b.061E+000 t Z ^ Q O E - O O I x c h a +3. ?19E-0» (Jxchlt~2

FITTED

PEfl KB

1
z3
4
5
6

BY: ;

CHfiNNEl

140 .??
145.08
154.39
157.18
164.81
169.99

FlvHM
[keUI

0.423
0.40b
0.420
U.365
0.462
0.423

ENERGY
IkeUJ

38.84
39.87
42.11
42.78
44.GI
4b. Bb

HREH
counts)
8063 i

IbZOB •
HUM +

a/012 *
8021 •
29i)4 +

/M
/ ' *
2H'.)
•Me' •
?il
ltti

UUfll1TY
OF F IT

2 . 0 ?
Z.12
1 ?1
4 31
1 .40
1 .86
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SPAN

SPAN is an analysis programme that was developed under the auspices of the
IAEA several years ago. In GANAAS, only a simplified version of SPAN has
been included. The original, complete version is available on request.

The programme is to be selected in the same way as GAMANAL or GRILS. The
selection of the parameter file with calibration data, and the spectrum file is also
made in the familiar manner.

After the spectrum has been loaded in the computer memory, the following
display will appear.

Ipecttun EXOMPl f SF'I

SFT^ROI
STPRTjiN
QUIT flN

The selector box on the right side of the screen allows the operator to determine
the region of interest for analysis. The operations are identical to the ones
described under GAMANAL.

START-AN will initiate the programme. Several messages will flash on the
screen, indicating that the programme is active. At the end of analysis, the
results will be presented in the scroll box. Here, the presentation is somewhat
different from that we are used to from other analysis programmes. However,
the same type of information is displayed. The results will also be saved in a
*.GSR file in the defined directory, in the standard GANAAS format.
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Chapter 11

CALCULATION OF ACTIVITIES

To calculate the activity of an unknown sample, the GANAAS should be properly
set up and calibrated. The parameter file must include the calibration parameters
for energy, FWHM and efficiency calibration, as a function of channel number or
energy,

Select the option Calculation of activities from the main menu.

Probably, the following warning note will appear first.

This is to inform you that no sample-specific library has been set up for the
analysis of the unknown spectrum. Do not worry, you can use the main GANAAS
library that is included in the package. Press ENTER. The Calculation of activities
menu appears, as shown below.

« WINHHS. •

ent p.u .im'U-i l i k " | 5 I \GNNMHSYSPU. I v K x u n m
l i b ra r y is C •\t,flNMflS\Sr'EU\(iflNMAS L[i(. ,'Ul

Current spectrum r e s u l t f i h; is
C sC,nNiin:ASFECTvEXfif1PLE GSR. rtiul li,t•; U ,ir.,iK

Current l i t t m c / f u n c t i o n i>
g E t i .in->l urmert uiiut-r s f i i f ' i / iiiirii
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The bottom part of the display is reserved for display of some information that
permits the operator the control over the spectrum and parameters used in
calculations. The top window is used to run the programme.

With the first three options in this menu, all the files needed for calculation will
be selected. These are the

• parameter file, with the extension *.PAR

• nuclide library file, extension *.LBG, and

• the file with the result of the analysis of the unknown spectrum, extension
*.GSH.

D i » 1 l f i r . u i j l U r r r t ' -

SeL - .
Perform Calculations

These files are selected applying the familiar techniques of opening the scroll
windows, and placing the highlight bar on the name of the desired file, then
ENTERing.

With the preparation finished, select the
fourth option, GO. A small window will be
displayed.

There are two methods to calculate the activ-
ities: the first is an interactive one, requiring
the operator's input. The second is auto-
matic, and works only if the proper, special-
ized library has been prepared. Chose the
*user directed selection. The top window will
now present some of the data relevant to the
selected spectrum.

Calculation of Actiui t ieb

|* Se Si'lert libr.ini scirt.li runic

rtctivity analysis data1—
Library = C:sGANAAS\SPECT\GflNflAS.LBG
Spectrum resul t = C:\GANAASNSPECT\EXAr1PLE.GSR
Measurement Date Reference Date

7° a ,QQn
 h m S mo d y i y h ra s Difference

? /3 /1990 15:35:0 7 /27/199O 21:56:10 2096*7,
Collection liue time B6468.OQ0O

r —-Nuclide selection dud activities
Energy (KeU) 122.0SGO l,,t (cs) 2.391

"Processed line 6 from 33, 0 a c t i v i t i e s

EulSZ
Co5?
U185>
Eul5-t
Bal31
ErlVl
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• Measurement Date is read from the spectrum file.

• Reference Date can be any reasonable date for which the activities should
be calculated. You might calculate the activity of a sample that was measured
a month ago but would like to find its activity today. In this case, today's
date should be entered. When all the fields have been correctly completed,
press ESC. You will note that the difference time between the two dates was
immediately calculated, and is shown in seconds.

Enter the desired date, confirm it with ENTER, then ESC.

You have entered the part of the programme where you will be asked to select
the peaks, according to your judgement. This procedure has two advantages:
there might be very small peaks in the spectrum that do not correspond to any
line recorded in the library, or that are of no interest to the user. This might apply
to some lines from radioactive isotopes such as K-4O, or to peaks that are in fact
background but were recognized as valid peaks due to too high sensitivity of the
analysis programme.

The central window displays the energy and area of the first peak found in the
report of the analysis. At the same time, the small window shows all the
radioactive isotopes that emit gamma rays with energies close to the energy value
found by the analysis. The operator now has the important role to select the
radioactive isotopes that are expected to be represented in the spectrum. Place
the highlight bar to the probable candidate, and press ENTER. If none of the
offered candidates are to be selected for the activity calculations, press ESC, to
move to the next identified peak in the spectrum.

When deciding on the probable radioisotope, observe also the area of the peak.
If too small, there is a good chance that this is a spurious peak, and not a real
result of a gamma ray measurement.

Calculated act iv i t ies—
Nucleide - Co57
Half llfe = Z.333e*807
Decay factor = 6.9396
2 lines found

Branching Efficiency
6.85 0.803343
e . l l 0.809175

When the most probable candidate has been selected, press ENTER. A new
window will be displayed.

From the first three lines you can see some of the properties of the selected
nuclide. The bottom line shows the value of the efficiency at this energy, the
calculated activity and the error. At some lines, particularly in the low energy
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region, the message "Invalid efficiency will appear. This means that the efficiency
calculation was not performed at this point.

This individual line report includes ail the lines of this radionuclide that are recorded
in the library. The values of other lines (in addition to the one you selected) are
automatically taken from the spectrum, and the activities are calculated. Here the
user has a good test of the accuracy of his measurement and calculation proce-
dures: the calculated activities for all lines of the same nuclide should be the same,
or close together; if not, something is wrong.

After inspecting the report on the individual nuclide, press ESC.

A small window will ask you confirm the results. You have the option to accept the
results; in this case they will be included in the report. With the option No you can
return to the nuclide selection window, and have the opportunity to select another
nuclide. Or you can chose Wexf: the nuclide will not be included in the report, and
the programme moves to the next peak in the spectrum.

When all the relevant peaks in the spectrum have been correctly identified, the
programme will automaticaily display the report, as shown below. As in other report
frames, it can be printed by pressing F10. The reports will be saved in the default
directory, with the extension *.GQA.

Calculated a c t l v i t i e s -

» G A N A A S « o

QUANTITATIVE ACTIVITY DEPORT

r Processed f i l e : CA&flMfiflSSSPECTsEXAWLE.GSR

Hucllde

Bal33
Co57
Cel39

actiuitij (Bqr) error

467 ± Si
2350 * 581

< 61.3 = Detection Limit

The automatic analysis option requires a specific, user created library of nuclides.
The internal operation is identical as in the above described case, however, the user
has no opportunity to interact with the programme. This might be convenient for
the cases where a large number of spectra will be analyzed in a batch mode, and
the radionuclides of interest have been clearly defined in a topical library.
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Chapter 12

NEUTRON
ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

The calculation of concentrations in GANAAS proceeds in two stages. First,
using the fundamental parameters, the concentration of elements is calculated
using the peak areas from the spectrum result (*.GSR) file. If a suitable calibration
standard is available, it is to be activated and its activity measured. Based on
the known concentration in this standard, the correction factors for each element
can be introduced. The analysis of the unknown sample will take this corrections
in consideration when computing the concentrations of elements in the sample.

To calculate the concentration of elements in an activated sample, the following
inputs will be required:

- the custom-made NAA library (see Chapter 13),

- the unknown sample spectrum analysis result file, and

- if the corrections are to be made, the standard sample result file, as well as the
certificate with the known concentrations in the standard sample.

The NAA programme will be initiated by selecting the line *Neutron activation
analysis from the rrain menu, as indicated beiow.

Gamut, iiutiuitii <ind Neutron flLtiudliun rtiwlijsis

Ution artttlusis
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Some messages might appear on the screen, informing the operator that one or
more required parameters were not defined (see below). They can be bypassed
with ENTER.

Inualid parameter file, select- a neu one

WARNING: Current librarg does not exist or is corrupted

The Calculation of concentration menu will appear next, as shown below.

Calculation of Concentrations

SelectSparaiteter
* belett nuclide library file
Select spectrum result .file

I* Calculate jp

* GflNAAS * •
Current parameter f i l e i s : C:sGANflASwECTNEXAMPlSE.PAR

Current l i b r a r g i s : <N0NflME> '

The bottom of the screen offers some information on the status of the programme.
If the appropriate files have been defined, their names are displayed. The top
window allows the user to select the required input files. Each of the top three
lines will display the familiar scroll box, (see illustration on Page 85) offering the
choice of several parameter, library, or result files. They are selected in theusual
manner.
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It might happen that an incorrect file will be selected. For example, the parameter
(*.PAR) file must include the data on the efficiency calibration. If this infe-.nation
is not contained in the file, a message will appear as illustrated below.

iornj: no efficiency function orvwrftweter*

o n R e t p < i r t i r n f : t ( i l i l t
Select mu.'l ittt i ibrctru i i le
Selfift surrtruw r r su l t f i k
Calculate

In this particular case, another parameter file will
have to be selected, or the selected parameter
file will have to be edited by adding the efficiency
calibration.

When all the files have been selected, and the
programme does not complain any more, the
last option in the Calculation of concentration
menu should be activated. The following screen
will appear.

fff t iU(tt ion aiwJijsjj ntftd
• NCinMnnSsSPECTNEXflMPLE. NLI)

Eud I r r d i t i d t i u u bail
lJ ^3 yl3')U 16 4b "it

McflntirRrncnt D<iti
lJ ^IU/1'J'JU 'J 1U ^
C o l l e t t i o n l i u e t fmt 3fjSb
Neutron thermal f lux (1/crn^b)
Sample ueicjht (g) 0.310
Use correction factori 7

3fjSb OUOUU

due. uj Tim:

iedrcli uintlou (KeU)2.0Q0

Report format siiort

You will observe that in most of the prompts, this screen looks much like the one
for calculation of activity. There are only a few additional prompts; they are
explained below.

Start Irradiation Time. Observe the format to insert the information on the
moment when the irradiation of the sample was started (month/day/'year -
hour/minute/second).

End Irradiation Time. The same format will be used to specify the moment when
the irradiation of the sample was completed.

Measurement Date. This is the moment when tne measurement of the spectrum
started. In some formats, this information comes with the spectrum, in others it
has to be specified now.
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Using the information of these three inputs, the programnme will calculate the

Irradiation Time (s) and
Decay Time (s) (cooling time for the irradiated sample).

Collection live time (s). In some spectra, this information will be included in the
header, and will appear in GANAAS automatically. For some other types of
spectral formats, the live time for spectrum acquisition has be inserted.

Search window(KeV). The energy calculated by GANAAS for the lines of the
spectrum will be compared with the values in the library. All the lines in the library
with the energy within the specified search window will be used for quantitative
analysis. The better the energy calibration, and the closer the identified energies
of the spectral lines are to the real values, the narrower can be the window. This
will eliminate the appearance of many unwanted lines in the quantitative analysis.

Neutron thermal flux (1 /cm2s). The value of the flux at the position of the sample
should be recorded with the best possible accuracy.

Report format. There is a choice between a short report, as shown below, and
an extensive, long report that provides more detailed information. The long
report might be of interest when the analysis programme is being optimized by
the operator. Space bar acts as a toggle switch.

Use correction factor. As explained earlier, a standard can be used to improve
the accuracy of the NAA. In such a case, the correction factor will be introduced
in the NAA library. They can be used if the default No is toggled to Yes with the
space bar.

After completing all the prompts in the frame, *he calcula-
tion will be initiated with ESC. There are two possible
procedures: fully library guided, or operator controlled.
The handling is identical as described in Chapter 11 for the
activity calculations. The results of the calculation will be
displayed in the form shown below.

m

Calculated concentrations-

• G A N A A S »

NAA QUANTITATIVE CONCENTRATION REPORT
short report fornat

A Processed file : CAGANAASNSPECTNMIXED-I.GSR
T

Element

SM
Dg
Se

Concentration

MM.7 ±
0.1133 ±

error

13 (ppa)
8.812 (ppa)
B.47 (PPM)
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Chapter 13

UTILITIES

In Version 2.0, GANAAS provides two programmes that are essential for quanti-
tative analysis:
• Radioactive nuclide library manager permits one to create, modify or improve

a library of spectroscopic gamma-ray lines, together with their energies and
emission probabilities.

• Neutron activation analysis library manager provides the tools to establish
specialized libraries, tailored to the requirements of the user and his samples.

These two libraries are presented separately, and are used for two different
purposes:
• Nuclide library manager is intended in particular for those users who are

interested in determination of radioactivity of their samples. This applies to
the low level counting measurements of natural or man-made radioactivity,
as well as to a number of studies related to fundamental nuclear structure
research.

• The NAA library manager is very specifically intended for calculation of
concentration of elements in the samples irradiated by neutrons.

For the first type of the library, GANAAS provides a master library called
GANAAS.LBG. It is included in the installation diskette 1, and stored in the
directory C:\GANAAS\SPECT. The extension for all radionuclide libraries in
GANAAS is *.LBG.

For the NAA library, only an example is given on the installation diskette 1. Every
user will have to build its own library, corresponding to his samples, and the
elements contained therein. The extension of the NAA library is *.NLB.
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NUCLIDE LIBRARY MANAGER

The *Library manager utility enables the operator to improve or modify the master
library (GANAAS.LBG), to inspect it, or to prepare another library tailored to his
specific requirements.

To use the nuclide library utility, select the option *Utilities from the main menu
(see below).

A submenu will appear, with two options. Chose *Library manager.

A second level submenu will appear, with four options. The top of the frame
indicates the active library. This can be changed by selecting the option *Set
current library.

U K l X H M P l t . l iU.

I! H.Set Current Library"!

»*.Ci UMie d new 1 i
X Sliuu/l' i *igit t i hi
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The familiar scroll box will display all the available
libraries in the default or defined directory. Select the
master library, GANAAS. LBG, and press ENTER. The
programme will return to the library manager menu,
and the new current library name will appear on the
top.

Let us first see what is the master library and how the
data is organized. Select the option *List active libar-
ary, to get another line displayed on the screen (see
below).

GfltiflftS Library ManScffer

Edit actfue l ihranj
i- Create new library S c
* Couu data to an existi

Here, the user can specify the energy range of the lines to be inspected. Type
in the lower energy on the left side, and the high energy on the right. Press ESC.
All the lines within the specified energy range will be displayed, as illustrated
below.

GANMS LihrarLj Manager '

* Select actiue library

* Create new lihrari) 8 ero
« Copy data to an exist in
* List actiue library

The information contained in any library can be mod-
ified, and new energy lines can be introduced, by
selecting the option *Edit active library, as indicated
on the left. In the form that will appear, the user should
enter the name of the nuclide, in the form Co60, or
CO60, or co60. Press ECS. If this nuclide is in the
library, the data available in the active library will be
displayed.

ENTER will display a small window entitled Edit. The user can select the option
"Delete; this will eliminate the line from the library. Or the option "Update can be
chosen. Two additional lines will appear. The operator will insert the proper
values. ESC will record them to the library file. In a similar manner, a new line
or a new nuclide can be added to the library.
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The last and very useful option of the Library
manager is "Create new library & copy data.
Selecting it will display the following prompt
line.

GflNftflS Library Maiuuier

Select actiue library
Edit actiue library

List actiue library

a e i Lurrent L i o r a r y I H H H H
-Output f i l e n a m e ( x . l b g i s t h e d e f a u l t )

H i e name 17 fui d i i e c t o i u } : ^

The name of directory can be changed, and the name of the to-be-created library
should be entered. Pres ESC.

The programme will assume that the operator wishes to create a new library by
using the data available in the currently active library file. Suppose that the
current library was set to be the master GANAAS.LBG. The following display will
appear.

new Libl Select isotopes to be copied
t Libra1 B —

By moving the cursor from nuclide to nuclide, and pressing ENTER whenever
the nuclide data should be transferred from the master to the new library, the
selected nuclide will be marked with a star. The selection is even simpler using
the mouse. Just place the cursor on the desired nuclide name, and click. When
all the nuclides have been selected, press ESC.

For each of the selected nuclides, .he user has now the opportunity to select the
lines that should be copied to the new library. This is made with the help of the
form as shown on top of Page 94.
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Select lines to be copied

Select itea 8 to copy a l l lines

If all the lines are to be selected, the lightbar should be placed on **** ALL
LINES ****. Press ENTER, or click the mouse to select. To chose individual
lines, select them one after another, to mark them with an asterisk. Finish by
pressing ESC.

A small experiment can be performed. Create a library "NEW", and copy just two
lines from the master library. Then declare the NEW.LBG as the current library.

Next, select the option *Show current library. Ther& is no need to specify the
range. The screen will show the contents of the new library, as illustrated below.

t i i e i . i j y ' I n t e n s i t y N u c l i d e H a l f - L i f e Fac to r

?49.4U0Keu, OibDU Bat'JI I.WOF+Qid I .9413F*04<T>
373 ZQOKeu 0760(1 B a l l ! I l70F*fild 1 .9413F+04<T>
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NAA LIBRARY MANAGER

The second set of problems that can be solved with GANAAS refer to the
calculation of element concentrations in NAA samples. For this task, another,
specialized library is required. In fact, for each type of sample a separate library
will be required. This is the task of the operator. From the qualitative analysis,
he can deduce that elements are represented in the sample. Then he can
prepare a specific library, as described below.

From the main menu, select the line 'Utilities, as indicated above. From the
submenu, the line *NAA library manager will open the programme that permits
you to create, modify, and review a library that is used in concentration calcula-
tions.

As described in Chapter 12, GANAAS approaches the concentration calculations
in two steps. First, the fundamental parameters are used to calculate the
concentration, assuming the knowledge of neutron flux, and data on irradiation,
cooling, and measurement time, and geometry. Experience shows that in
favorable conditions, the accuracy of the results obtained in this way might be
within 20% of the true values. In the second step, with the use of calibration
standards, the accuracy of the calculation can be improved, by introducing the
correction factors for each analyzed element.

The following menu will appear next (see the frame
on the right). The four options offered are clearly
specified. As in other cases, the active library can
be selected by the first menu line, *Select active
library. The scroll box with the list of all available
libraries will appear. In the installation disks, there
is a sample library, for demonstration purposes
only. The creation of the proper library is the
operator's task.
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Part of the library can be inspected by selection the bottom line in the menu,
"List active library. Another prompt will appear, as shown below.

From enerqg (KeV)
ibrarLi listinq utility
l.OOOQ To enerqy (KeU)

The energy range for the element data to be inspected can be defined, with the
lower energy on the left, and the high energy on the right. ECS will implement
the selection, and the window with the information about the lines within the
specified range will be displayed, as shown below.

For different types of samples, specific libraries will have to be created. A new
library is introduced by selection the option "Create new library". This will prompt
the operator to give a name to the new library, as indicated below.

New data can be introduced in an existing library by selecting tr, option 'Edit
active library. Obviously, only the current library wi'l be edited. The following
lines will appear in the new frame.
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. -* GANftflS iJl.O —
Current l ibrary is : C:\GliWfiftSsSFECT\EXHiFLE.ri:
liars W3 energies from Zlkeler.K-iits

- El'jfrKnt Co lUtuntiun 11.ii.liU.-

The element of interest should be specified. In the example above, this is Co.
ENTER will instruct the programme to look into existing library if this element is
already ic r -esented. If yes, the Activation nuclide will appear automatically. If
not, ENTER will s t r t the operator to the second field; here, the radioactive nuclide
that will be registered in the measurement should be inserted. ENTER will display
another set of prompts.

The meaning of these prompts is rather obvious. Below, they are nevertheless
explained in a concise manner.

Natural abundance refers to the activated element in the sample. It is presented
as a factor, i.e. the value 1.00 means 100% abundance.

Half life refers to the nuclide created in the activation process. Note that the unit
can be modified from seconds to million of years by SPACE bar or by clicking
with the mouse.

Correction factor will bo introduced if a standard will be used to calibrate the
measurements. This will be done automatically (see Chapter 12).

Cross section should be inserted in barns.

The type of neutron flux should be specified. For reactor NAA, the 'THERMAL"
should be selected. "FAST" option is intended for work with neutron generators
or isotopic neutron sources.

When all the prompts have been answered, ESC will display the second part of
the screen (see top of Page 98). The new frame refers to the spectroscopic lines
of the nuclide created in NAA process. The first line requires the input specifying
number of lines expected to be observed in the spectrum. ECS will display the
corresponding line, filled with zeros. They should be replaced with the correct
values for gamma-ray energies and yields (emission probabilities). ESC com-
pletes the inputs.

The NAA libraries are stored in the default directory, and have extension *.NLB.
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Annex 1

Information on the
EXAMPLE spectrum

NUCLIDE

Ba-133

Co-57

Ce-T39

Sr-85

Cs-137

Mn-54

Y-88

Zn-65

ENERGY

53.16

60.99

160.60

223.11

276.40

302.85

356.01

383.85

122.06

136.48

692.00

165.85

514.00

661.64

834.81

898.04

1836.13

511.00

1115.45

YIELD

0.0223

0.3540

0.0071

.0.0048

0.0730

0.1840

0.6190

0.0891

0.8551

0.1061

0.0016

0.8035

0.984

0.8600

0.9998

0.9340

0.9937

0.0282

0.5075

ACTIVITY

S72

811

833

6770

1720

1780

4490

4580

HALF-UFE

3&48.00d

271.77 d

137.2 <S

64.5 d

29.94 y

312.50 d

106.6d

243.7 d

Calibration was performed on 1 May 1989, at 00:00 hours.
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Annex 2

Structure of SETUP.GAN file

$GAP_GAMANAL:
GAMANAL
$ANAL PROG:
GAMANAL
$TEXT: 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 12131415
241 177 178179180 181 182183 184 185 186187188 139190 191
192193194195196197198199 200201202203 204 205206207 —
208209210211212213214215 216217218219220221222 223
$GRAPH:
160715
2411 1-1-11-4-12
81400639349
$NEW_C0MM:
22
4800081
4800081
$GANAAS$INP:
C:\GANAAS\SPECT\EXAMPLE.PAR
$GANAAS$BIN:
C:\GANAAS\BIN
$GANAAS$INSTALL:
C:\GANAAS\INSTALL
SGANAASJSPECT.
C:\GANAAS\SPECT
$MENUTREE:
©GANAAS HARDW'System hardware setup" GANSETUP.EXE
©GANAAS DOSCMD "Execute DOS command" DOSCMD.EXE
©GANAAS GANTRCO "Spectrum transfer and conversion"
©GANTRCO SPEDGAN "Spectrum data format conversion" SPEDGAN.EXE
©GANTRCO COMUNI "Spectrum transfer from other Computer" COMUNI.EXE
©GANTRCO GANTRA "Spectrum transfer from external MCA"
©GANTRA COS20 "CANBERRA S20" COS20.EXE
©GANTRA COS35 "CANBERRA S35 + (serial)" COS35.EXE
©GANTRA COS35I "CANBERRA S35 + (parallel)" COS35I.EXE
©GANTRA COTRAC 'TRACOR" COTRAC.EXE
©GANAAS SPECANA "Gamma spectrum analysis"
©SPECANA SELPRG "Select analysis program" GAMSELPR.EXE
©SPECANA GAMCAL "Parameter set up" GAMCALEXE
©SPECANA GAMANAL "Spectrum analysis" GAMFRONT.EyE
©SPECANA SHOWGSR "Show result of analysis" SHOWGSR.EXE
©SPECANA DISPGSR "Display results of analysis" GAMASHOW.EXE
©GANAAS UTIL "Utilities"
©UTIL UBRER "Ubrary Manager1 UBMANAG.EXE
©UTIL NAAMAN "NAA library manager" NAALIB.EXE
©GANAAS EFFCAL "Efficiency calibration" GAMEFF.EXE
©GANAAS GAMACT "Calculation of activities" GAMACT.EXE
©SPEDAC GANTRCO "Spectrum transfer and conversion"
©GANTRCO GANTRA "Spectrum transfer from external MCA"
©GANTRA ND "NUCLEAR DATA ND66/76" ND.EXE
©GANTRA CANBS35 "Canberra Series 35 Plus" CANBS35.EXE
©GANTRA DV "DAVIDSON portable MCA" DV.EXE

Definition

of analysis

programme

Instructions

. for text

presentation

Instructions
— • for graphics

presentation

Definitions of

Input/output ports

~~j . Default input file

Defaults

* directories

Instruction for

presentat ion of

main
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Annex 3

Structure of a *.PAR file

$DATA ID:
SHIELDED GEOMETRY, (0 cm
PGT, 18%
$GANAAS$CALSPE:
C:\GANAAS\SPECT\EXAMPLE.SPE
$ENER DATA:
11
480.46 122.06
654.85 165.85
1097.49 276.40
1203.46 302.85
1416.47 356.01
1527.92 383.85
2641.49 661.64
3335.84 834.81
3589.12 898.04
4461.16 1115.45
7350.29 1836.13
$ENER FIT:
2.719160e+000 2.495980e-001 -2.153720e-008
$RES DATA:
11
480.46 122.06
654.84 165.85
1097.48 276.40
1203.42 302.85
1416.47 356.01
1527.92 383.85
2641.49 661.64
3335.84 834.81
3589.12 898.04
4461.17 1115.45
7350.30 1836.13
$RES CAL:
3.006840e-001 1.841430e-003 0.000000e+000
$SHAPE DATA:
11
480.46 122.06
654.84 165.85
1097.48 276.40

1 Spectrum
—• identification data

J
n»finftion of

calibration spectrum

— Data points used ir
energy calibration

Energy calibration

— parameters

Data points used in
~ * FWHiJI calibration

FWHM calibration

— parameters

Data points for
~ peak shape

calibration
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1416.47 356.01
1527.92 383.85
2641.49 661.64
3335.84 834.81
3589.12 898.04
4461.17 1115.45
7350.30 1836.13
$SHAPE_GAM:
2.7202686-001 1.8414276-003 -4.671822e+000
1.600231 e-004 1.200000e+000 4.000000e-001
$GAMCAL_PAR:
10 2 1500
$OPERATE_GAM:
1.5 5 2.5 2.0 6.0 30
$EFF_DATA:
13
8.1000e+001 6.4999e-003 1.3281 e-004
2.76306+002 4.79346-003 1.24296-004
3.0270e+002 4.22846-003 9.3815e-005
3.5590e+002 3.54586-003 7.2814e-005
3.83706+002 3.35936-003 8.8795e-005
1.2206e+002 9.92796-003 2.04796-004
1.3647e+002 9.66156-003 3.67546-004
1.65806+002 8.11146-003 2.08876-004
6.61646+002 1.98216-003 4.0259e-005
8.34836+002 1.61296-003 3.41766-005
8.9804e+002 1.50446-003 4.13036-005
1.8361e+003 7.6116e-004 2.2122e-005
1.1155e+003 1.21746-003 2.6059e-005
$EFF_FIT:
Log E transformed power series
8
-2.604716-001
-4.36202e+001
1.42205e+001
5.84899e+000
-3.72722e+000
7.40665e-001
-6.55765e-002
2.20955e-003
$GANAAS$UB:
C:\GANAAS\SPECT\EXAMPLE.LBG
$GANAAS$NAALIB:
C:\GANAAS\SPECT\EXAMPLE.NLB

GAMANAL calibration
parameters

GAMANAL operating
parameters

Data points used in
efficiency calibration

J

Efficiency calibration
parameters

Specifications of
default
GANAAS libraries
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Annex 4

Format of a *.GRS file

SSPECJD:

$DATE_MEA:
10-31-1990 10:16:00
$MEAS_TIM:
50400 50469
SGENERATOR
GAMANAL
$RES_CAL:
3.00688E-01 1.84140E-03 O.OOOOOE+00
$ENER_CAL:
2.7192GE+00 2.49600E-01 -2.15370E-08
$ROI: 105 7665
$SHAPE_GAM:
2.720300E-01 1.B41400E-03 -4.671800E+00
1.800200E-04 1.200000E+00 4.000000E-01
SPEAKS:
48
130.91 2.63 35.40 516. 205.
202.98 2.94 53.38 2114. 271.
282.01 3.04 73.11 7348. 290.
290.68 2.98 75.27 14662. 285.
299.06 2.98 77.36 876. 233.
309.30 2.79 79.92 7148. 241.
314.86 2.79 B1.31 93473. 391.
330.12 3.90 85.12 8823. 408.
340.49 3.44 87.70 3274. 232.
361.03 3.27 92.83 445. 228.

5844.99 6.89 1460.89 6042. 117. 1.
6373.64 6.86 1592.70 146. 35. 1.
7062.96 6.95 1764.56 443. 34. 1.
7349.38 7.74 1835.96 4837. 102. 1.
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Annex 5

Format of a *.GQA file

* G A N A \ S *

LIBRARY DIRECTED QUANTITATIVE ACTIVITY REPORT
short report format

Processed file:
C:\GANAAS\SPECT\EXAMPLE.GSR

Nuclide

Ba133
Ba133
Co57
Ce139
Sr85
Cs137
Mn54
Y88
Zr?6S

activity (Bq)

874
872
818
877

9770
1720
1780
4490
4580

error

3.86
3.01
0.81
0.0564
0.0162
5.67
1.1
0.0507
1.55
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Structure of a *.SFE file

Annex 6

$SPEC_ID:

$DATE MEA:
10-31- 1990 10:16:00

$MEAS TIM:
50400 50469

$DATA:
0 8191

0
0
0

506
2250
2107
1953
1964
1868
1802
1777

"V.

3
0
2
1

0
0
0

1939
2290
2075
1953
1865
1832
1758
1681

-v •

1
1
0
3

0
0
0

2404
2249
2112
1942
1832
1802
1861
1728

. • * _ f

- ~ - • —

2
2
2
1

0
0
0

2391
2271
2047
1934
1928
1798
1755
1712

_ •—

. '

2
1
1
2

0
0
0

2327
2239
2052
1897
1881
1829
1821
1723

*-

2
3
3
1

0
0
0

2263
2263
2044
1979
1930
1829
1716
1699

3
1
0
6

0
0
0

2369
2203
1987
1942
1836
1850
1725
1677

0
3
2
4

0
0
0

2370
2156
2053
1945
1857
1769
1725
1656

.

5
1
5
0

0
0
0

2244
2102
2004
1993
1811
1820
1714
1725

— N •

2
1
2
1

0
0
0

2289
2185
1946
1993
1819
1744
1717
1715

3
2
0
0
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